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THE SHEEP.

CHAPTER. I

THE SHEEP.
The Sheep, its class, order, &c—Origin of the Sheep—The Ar-

gali—Characteristics of Sheep—Intelligence—Constitution

—

Varieties of Sheep—Big-tailed—Big-headed—Wallachian

—

Iceland Sheep—Value of Sheep—Fat—Flesh—Ewes' milk

— Skin— Wool— English breeds of Sheep — Leicester—
Cotswold—Southdown—Shropshire—Welsh and Scotch

—

Cheviots—Merino Sheep and wool.

THE Sheep belongs to the fourth class of

vertebrate animals ; it is of the order Ru-
minantia—a ruminant, with hollow horns.

The Argali (Ovis Amnion) is generally con-

sidered as the parent stock of all our varieties of

domestic sheep. It is found in great numbers in

Kamtschatka, and on the highest mountains of

Barbary, of Corsica, and of Greece. It is an agile,

active animal, with a very delicate sense of smell,

and is captured with difficulty ; its flesh is much
esteemed. The Argalis prefer mountainous dis-

tricts, and live in dry and wild places, where they
feed on coarse grass and the shoots of young
trees. They are very injurious in forests. Their
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milk is useful as an article of food, and the flesh

of their young is eaten.

Head of the Argali or Wild Sheep.

The principal characteristics of sheep consist

in the greater length of their tails, which usually

hang down as low as their feet, and also in the

bony nature of their horns, which are farther

apart at the base, and shaped more spirally than

those of the Argali. Further, many breeds of

sheep, in both sexes, are entirely destitute of

horns.

One thing is certain, that domestic sheep have

a very different appearance from their supposed

progenitors. The former are possessed neither

of the slender or graceful shape nor the nimble-

ness of pace which is peculiar to the wild breed.

The domestic sheep is heavy in its tread and
slow in its motions. In them the long and silky
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hair of the Argali, or Wild Sheep, has almost

entirely disappeared ; whilst their wool, becoming
enormously developed, constitutes a thick fleece.

The amount of intelligence they possess is very

limited, and their constitution is weak
;
indeed,

they would soon entirely disappear, Were it not

that man protects them with assiduous and con-

tinual care-

In our climate the ewe does not in general

produce more than once in a year; but in warmer
countries they often bear twice in that period.

The length of gestation is five months, and the

ewes preserve their milk for seven or eight months
after the birth of their young, although the lambs

are not allowed to suck for over two or three

months. At the age of one year sheep are able

to reproduce, and they continue fruitful to the

age of ten or twelve years.

Very considerable differences exist in the

various varieties of sheep. The Big-tailed Sheep
is a breed which is remarkable for the shape of

its tail : in them this appendage is expanded to

so great an extent with fat, that it often assumes

the form of an immense excrescence. This race

exists in the temperate parts of Asia, in the

south of Russia, in Upper Egypt, and at the

Cape of Good Hope.. Travellers have stated that

in parts of Eastern Africa some of these sheep

are harnessed to a kind of small truck, solely for
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the purpose of supporting the weight of their

tails.

There is another race, which is quite as remark-

able, known under the name of the Big-headed

Sheep. They have no horns, and their necks are

supplied with the rudiments of a dewlap, which

recalls to mind that of oxen.

The Wallachian sheep is distinguished by its

horns pointing straight upwards, and twisting

spirally, like those of antelopes.

The Iceland sheep is known to have as many
as three, four, and even eight horns.

Sheep are one of the principal sources of agri-

cultural wealth, and furnish, both to commerce
and manufacture, products of no inconsiderable

importance. Flocks of sheep, from the dung
which they leave behind them, are wonderful im-

provers of the soil. The folding of these animals

in a field intended for the cultivation of corn

causes beneficial effects which are felt for three

consecutive years. Thus their utility in rural

economy has long been known. Their wool, for

a very considerable period, was considered their

most valuable production ; but now they supply

so vast a quantity of wholesome, agreeable, and
very nourishing food, that it is doubtful in which
way they most benefit the human family. The
fat of sheep, which forms tallow, is likewise one
of their most important products ; in some breeds
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it forms a layer from seven to eight inches thick

along the ribs and around the loins. Their skin,

deprived of the wool, is also applied to numerous

purposes. Of this integument is made most of

the thin leathers which are used in the manu-

facture of shoes and gloves. When prepared by
other processes, it takes in commerce the names
of chamois, parchment, vellum, 8zc. Lastly, milk

and cheese are other useful products which are

furnished to us by these useful creatures.

Ewe's milk, which is remarkable for its rich-

ness, is used in many countries as an article of

food, but it is more generally applied to the

manufacture of cheese.

The most valuable commodities which are

produced by sheep, both in a manufacturing and

agricultural point of view, may be summed up as

wool and meat. In order to supply these two

products in perfection, it is necessary that the

animal should present a certain type of con-

formation.

We shall carefully examine the various varieties

of sheep ; but before entering upon this subject

we will say a few words as to the origin, structure,

and qualities of their wool, and the harvest of the

fleece.

The sheep's skin produces, in a wild state, two

capillary substances : one, stiff and straight, which

is called hair, and is the most abundant ; the
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other, waving or curled, which is called wool, and
is the most scanty. In a domesticated state,

however, these proportions are reversed ; it is the
zvool which is the most plentiful and constitutes

the fleece. Under all the efforts of culture the
stiff hair tends more and more to decrease. The
fleece \s composed of a collection of locks ox slivers,

and the locks of a collection of the staple, or hairy
fibres.

The staplers, composed of tubes fitted together,

which are only visible in the miscroscope ; their

diameter is variable, for which reason it is divided
into extra fine, fine, middling, common, and coarse.

Such staple as is equal throughout in diameter,
if straight, is much valued ; when it is flexuous,

the wool is called wavy; and when the flexions

are very close together, it is pronounced curly.

This last characteristic appears to belong more
particularly to the Merino breed.

The desiderata sought for in wool areflexibility
mellowness, and softness; these properties enable
the staple to preserve the qualities which are
communicated to it, for then the wool will work
or felt much more easily, and imparts to the
woven fabric the softness and mellowness to the
touch which is so much valued. Elasticity is also

most desirable, for without it wool could not be
used in the manufacture of milled cloths.

Most of the properties we have just pointed
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out are due to the greasy matter which pene-
trates more or less the animal's coat. This
lubricating substance is of a very complex nature,

its composition varying in different breeds. The
yolk, for so it is called, is more or less fluid and
oily, and is secreted by small glands peculiar to

the skin of this race.

When the yolk abounds, it communicates to
the wool both softness and pliability ; if it is

thick and strongly coloured, it imparts to the
wool a rough and coarse feel, which necessitates

a special process of cleansing or scouring.

Wool is naturally either white, brown, or black.

Those of the two last-named colours are less

appreciated than the first.

The best wool is found on the sides of the
animal's body, from the shoulders to the croup,

and underneath as far as the line of the lowest
part of the belly.

On the lower part of the belly, where the
fleece is less thick (in fact, wanting altogether in

some varieties), the locks of wool are felted

together, and short, because they are often

crushed when the animal lies down.

On the back, the croup, and the top of the
thighs, the regularity and uniformity of the locks
both diminish, nor does it possess either the

mellowness or the pliability of that on the sides.

The wool both on the upper and lower parts of
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the neck is frequently found weak and pendent

;

that on the head and front of the chest is

li8|l|||M

generally rougher and harsher, as well as being
irregular in length and very wavy. The wool on
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the withers is almost always coarse ; that on the

ends of the limbs frequently valueless.

Let us now turn to the various breeds of sheep.

Of all its varieties and breeds the Leicester pro-

bably has hitherto exerted the greatest influence

on the merit of sheep stock generally throughout
England. It has improved, by its crosses, the

long-woolled breeds of the country, more espe-

cially the Lincoln'and the Cotswold, which retain

their names, although they are certainly, to a

great extent, altered in character by the ad-

mixture of the Leicester blood. It has also

induced a useful alteration in the character of

the Cheviot breed. In its relation to the Downs,
and other short-woolled breeds, it has had most
influence as producing a cross-bred animal for

feeding, not for breeding from.

The Leicester owes its present improved form
to Robert Bakewell, of Dashley, and his suc-

cessors. He first directed his attention to the im-

provement of the carcase, which he carried to the

extent of rather neglecting the fleece of the sheep.

Such value was ultimately attached to his

sheep, that in 1789 he made 1,200 guineas by
letting three rams, and ^2,000 by seven others.

The breeds which probably have, most of any,
directlybeen improved bygradual Leicestercross-

ing, are the long-woolled, Lincoln, and Cotswold.
The former is the largest sheep in the island.
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A three-shear sheep has been known to weigh
96 lbs. a quarter, and fleeces of 16 lbs. and iS lbs.
have been yielded by them.

Cotswold Urccd (Ewe).

The Cotswolds are generally considered the
best of our long-woolled breeds. They possess
a large, wide frame

; ribs well sprung out
; firm,

broad, and often overhanging rumps ; full hind-
quarters

; and good thighs; chest full and
prominent, but sometimes somewhat defectivem depth. The flesh is often rather loose, and
not well intermingled with lean. A good Cots-
wold flock will yield fat mutton, after losin-
their first coat at fourteen or sixteen months
old, 20 lbs. to 24 lbs. a quarter.
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1

The Cotswold ram as well as the Leicester is

used to cross the Southdown (the produce is a

heavier sheep than the mother, and sells for as

much per lb.), but it is best in that case to keep a
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pure-bred Southdown flock and cross it with a
Cotswold ram, and sell the produce, not breed
from it.

The Southdown is probably the most popular
breed in England with the butcher and consumer,
and the prices fetched at the annual lettings and
sales of such men as Jonas Webb, Rigden, and
others, prove that it is still considered one of the
most generally useful sorts we have.

Although the higher relative price of the long
wools of Leicestershire and the Cotswolds is

bringing back the fashion towards these breeds,
yet the Southdown and its related breeds still

occupy to a great extent the dry arable soil of
England. The pure-bred Sussex Down has,
like the Leicester upon the long-woolled breeds,
exerted an immense influence on all the short-
woolled breeds. And thus Hampshire and West
Country Downs are sheep of much better quality
than they used to be.

Shropshire sheep must be named upon our list

as one of the short-woolled native breeds of
England which has latterly very greatly risen in
public notice as a large-framed, close-woolled
breed, possessing early maturity, hardiness, and
good quality.

The Welsh breed and the Cheviots, both fed
and reared principally on elevated ground, fur-
nish mutton highly appreciated.
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The Flemish breed affords a large supply of

tallow, but the carcase possesses too much bone,

and is rather wanting in flavour.

principal sheep fairs of the country.*

* The Blachfaced Breed is met with in all the Scottish fail's.

The Falkirk Trysts, Sept. 10 and Oct. 10 ; the Inverness sheep

market, 2nd Thursday in July ; Muir of Ord, 3rd Wednesday of

April (half-bred hoggets) ; Slateford market, 1st Monday in May;

Castletown of Braemar, last Wednesday of April ; Brechin, 3rd

Wednesday of April and 2nd Wednesday of June ;
Kirriemuir,

last Friday of April and 1st Tuesday after 18th Oct. ; West Lin-

ton, 3rd Wednesday in June. Also in England at Stagshaw,

Brough-hill, &c.

Cheviot.—The best fairs are Lockerbie, Aug. 13 (if that be
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The Merino sheep is, so to speak, a cosmo-
politan animal, and may be met with in the most

Saturday, Sunday, or Monday, then on the following Tuesday),
for lambs ; Moffat, Friday after 2nd Monday of Sept. (rams and
other sheep)

; Langholm, July 26 (lambs)
; Sept. iS (rams and

other sheep)
; Dunse, 4th Tuesday of March (hoggets in wool,

and ewes in lamb), 3rd Tuesday of May (sheep for grazing), 2nd
Monday of July (lambs and wool), 3rd Thursday in Sept. (draft
ewes); Lauder, Friday before 12th July; St. Boswell's Green,
July 18; Melrose, Aug. 12; and in England at Stagshaw (Friday
before Whits.) ; and Brough-hill Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.

Leicester sheep are shown in the north of England at Newcastle
market, at Brough-hill in Westmoreland, at several Yorkshire
fairs, and generally at the fairs in central England, among which
especially may be named those of Northamptonshire, Leicester,
&c. We name also Kelso, on the 2nd Friday in Sept.
Southdown sheep—Lindfield, Sussex, Aug. 5 (lambs); Lewes,

Sept. 2t (ewes); Horsham, Sussex, July 18 (lambs); Battle, Sus-
sex, Sept. 6 ; East Ilsley, Berkshire, July I, Aug. 26, Sept. 24

;

Abingdon, Aug. 5 ; Weyhill, Oct. 10 to 15 (largest fair in Eng-
land for South and Hampshire Downs; also for Dorset shecpf

•

Wilton, Wilts, Sept. 12.

Dorset sheep are best procured at Appleshaw fair, Hampshire
(Oct. 7 and 8, Nov. 4 and 5) ; at Toller-Down, Dorset (Sept 7) •

and at Weyhill (Oct. 10).

Cotswolds are procurable at the fairs in the counties of Glouces-
ter, Oxford, Berks, and Wilts, at Stow-on-the-Wold (May 12
Oct. 24) ;

Burford (Sept. 25, last Saturday in April) ; Marsh-
field (Oct. 24).

Romney Marsh sheep are best procurable at Romney (August
21)

;
Eastry (Oct. 2), in the county of Kent ; and the other lon<r-

woolled kind, ^Lincoln sheep, are shown in large quantities at
Boston, Gainsborough, Grimsby, Grantham, Partney (Aug. 25)
and other fairs in Lincolnshire.

The Exmoor breed is to be obtained at the North Devon fairUTS.
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widely-divided latitudes, for it has been intro-

duced into Germany, France, England, at the

Cape of Good Hope, Australia, Canada, and the

United States of America.

Merino Sheep.

The merino (the word merino signifies, in

Spanish, wandering, and was given probably from

the migrations of the Spanish sheep from the
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mountains to the plains) wool varies in the
degrees of fineness, but combines in the highest

degree both softness, strength, and elasticity.

The fleece covers the whole skin of the animal,

down even to its toes, and the tip of the nose is

the only part left free. On the other hand, the
merino is but indifferent mutton, which is not
only over-burdened with bone, but also has a
very decided flavour of the wool-grease or yolk.
The following is Professor Simonds' statement

of the dentition of the sheep as indicative of
age:—

DENTITION OF THE SHEEP.

Tadle of Early Dentition. Table of Late Dentition.

Yrs. Months.

I o Central pair of
temporary inci-

sors replaced by
permanent.

1 6 Second pair ,,

2 3 Third pair

3 o Fourth pair ,,

Yrs. Months.
I 3 Two permanent

incisors.

3 o Four
,,

3 6 Six „
3 9 Eight

Of the relative merits of the different breeds
of sheep, as meat manufacturers, strange to say,
we have no unexceptionable evidence. It is so
difficult to select perfectly representative animals
as specimens of the breed to be tried—so neces-
sary to treat each in the manner in which its
merits shall most directly appear—so impossible
to draw a true comparison of the causes and of
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effects, when the treatment differs, as it ought to

do, with age and breed—that such experiments

as have been published cannot be trusted as

conveying general truths. Mr. Lawes made an

elaborate investigation into the subject, compar-

ing Hampshire and Sussex Downs, Cotswolds,

Leicesters, cross-bred wethers, and cross-bred

ewes, giving forty of each kind oil-cake, hay, and

Swedes during five or six months, and weighing

food and increase ; and the following, stated

generally, are the results arrived at :

—

Of the six lots experimented upon, the Cots-

wolds gave by far the largest average' weekly

increase per head ;
indeed, about half as much

more than either the Sussex, Leicester, or cross-

bred sheep, and nearly one-fourth more than the

Hampshires, which were the second in order of

rate of increase per head per week.

Leaving the point of the amounts of rood con-

sumed per head, the variations in which, as far

as the dry foods are concerned, depended on the

varying original weights of the different lots, and

looking only to the amounts consumed per

100 lbs. live weight of animal, or to produce

100 lbs. of increase, it was found that, although

the oil-cake and clover chaff were in each case

given in proportion to the original weights of the

sheep, yet the result was that, taking the average

throughout the entire period of the experiment,
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the Leicesters had less of these dry foods in

relation to their average weight than any of the

other lots, and more particularly than the Hamp-
shires, Sussex Downs, and Cotswolds. Notwith-
standing this, however, the Leicesters also ate

less in relation to their average weight of the

turnips, which they were allowed ad libitum, than
any of the other breeds. This less consumption
of total food in relation to their weight by the

Leicesters might be in their favour, if the result

were that they consumed also less for the pro-

duction of a given amount of increase. But the
fact was, that, in relation to the increase they
yielded, the Leicesters consumed quite as much
food as the cross-breds, and notably more than
the Cotswolds. Leicesters, cross-breds, and Cots-
wolds, however, all gave a larger amount of gross

increase for a given amount of food consumed
than either the Hampshires or the Sussex sheep.

Such were the results of the experiments as they
stand on the point of the amount of food required

to yield a given amount of increase. But we
must not forget that the trials were not all made
side by side and in the same season ; those with
the Hampshires and Sussex Downs being made
together in 1850-1, those of the Cotswolds alone
in 185 1-2, and those with the Leicesters and
cross-breds in 1852-3. And although the quality

of the respective foods was in all cases as nearly
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alike as circumstances would allow, yet the

actual stocks used were different for the three

seasons.

CHAPTER II.

THE SHEEPFOLD.

The breeding (lock—Early Lambs—Feeding —Folding—Sheds

—

Lambing—Instructions to shepherd—Medicine—Puerperal

fever—Exercise—Ordinary lambing-time—Breed kept for

house-lambs—Management for breeding lambs in Novem-

ber and December— Feeding the Lambs—A Hampshire

farmers experience—Management of Cheviots and Black-

faces on a Lammermoor sheep farm.

The Breeding Flock.—Ewes ofsome breeds

of sheep will lamb in January. They should be

provided with shelter, food, and attendance. They
seldom need turnips till near the end of the year,

most farmers having grass sufficient for the ewe

flock till they are near lambing, when they should

have turnips regularly given them. If the land

be not dry, the best method is to draw the tur-

nips, and cart them to a dry pasture, and there

bait the sheep on them twice a day, observing

well that they eat clean, and make no waste

;

which is not a bad rule for ascertaining the

quantity necessary. In this way the turnip crop
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goes the furthest. On dry soils, the best way,
as the best manuring for the succeeding barley-

crop, is to eat the crop on the land, hurdling off

a certain quantity for the flock
; and, as fast as

the crop is consumed, whether off the land or
cut in troughs, to remove the hurdles farther.

This method saves much trouble, and is highly
improving to the land ; but it should be practised

only on lands that are dry, otherwise the sheep
poach, and do mischief. The crop, when eaten
as it stands, will not go so far as if drawn and
laid in a grass-field ; for the sheep dung, and
stale, and trample on many of the roots -after

they are begun, which occasions waste ; nor is

there any loss ofmanure in carting them, only it

is left, in one instance, on the arable field, and,
in the other, on the grass one. No improvement
can be greater than this of feeding the sheep
with turnips. On whatever land they are given,
the benefit is always very great.

In wet weather, storms, or snows, the sheep
and lambs should be baited on hay, receiving, in

moveable racks, a certain quantity every day.
And they are the better for a small quantity ofhay
daily while on turnips, let the weather be good or
bad. In some parts, ewes and lambs during
January receive bran, malt dust, oats, or oil-cake,

in troughs, while they are feeding on turnips. And
it has been found capital feeding for them when
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pulped roots, mixed with straw chaff, have been

given them in troughs instead of turnips merely-

cut or turnips eaten off the land. Take the case

of Mr. MacLagan's flock,* described by him as

follows :

—

" Disapproving of giving them a full supply

of turnips, and grudging the expense of feeding

them on hay, for which I generally get about

£3 per ton, and having always failed in my
attempts to make them eat straw, I determined

to try the root-pulping system with them. There

is generally sufficient grass in my pastures for

them till the middle of December. Whenever
the grass becomes scanty, I commence to give

them pulped turnips and chaff, at the rate of

10 lbs. of turnips to each ewe per day. This is

gradually increased to 15 lbs., more than which

they seldom get till they are lambed, when they

are allowed 20 lbs. and upwards, or, in fact, as

much as they can consume. About three weeks
before lambing, I mix with the pulped turnips

and chaff brewer's grains, bean meal, crushed oats,

or some other extra food, to bring the milk upon
them ; and the same feeding is continued after

they have lambed till there is a full bite of grass

for them. I also allow them a limited quantity

of hay some weeks before they lamb, as my
* Mr. MacLagan of Pumpherstone, Linlithgowshire.

—

Journal

ofthe Agricultural Society.
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object is to have my lambs fat and ready for the
market as early as possible."

In severe weather it is right to provide ample
shelter, its nature depending on the size, cha-
racter, and convenience of the farm. The fol-

lowing remarks on this subject are by Mr.
Spooner, of Southampton, in a late volume of the
Agricultural Gazette :—

" For shelter, a large covered shed, fitted with
rack and manger for hay and roots, closed on
one side, but, with the exception of hurdles, open
on the other, will be the most convenient build-
ing

; and close adjoining there should be a hovel
protected on all sides, for the purpose of receiving
ewes with weakly lambs, or, in severe weather,
to accommodate the lambs as fast as they fall,

until they get a little strength. The sheds will'

of course, open into the lambing-yard, which
should be situated as near as possible to the
shepherd's cottage. The yard should face to the
south, and should be well bedded with earth,
and then littered up with straw, so as to insure
cleanliness and afford warmth and comfort to
ewes. In the absence of any permanent building,
considerable shelter can be afforded in the open
field by means of thatched hurdles, to break the
force of the prevalent wind (more particularly
the east), and also overhead, to keep out the rain
or snow. It would also answer well on farms
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where large flocks are kept to have moveable

lambing-houses, such as can be readily taken to

pieces and erected again without much trouble.

" Of course, if the flocks are kept in the field,

either a hut or a house on wheels will be provided

for the shepherd, so that he may not only have

shelter for himself, but a fire likewise, with the

aid of which he can warm gruel for an exhausted

ewe, or prepare any convenient remedy that may
be required. The ewes should be visited from

time to time during the night, so as to afford

assistance when really required, but not to do so

officiously ; for although in many cases lambs
are lost for the want of assistance, ye{ in others

the ewes are sometimes destroyed by unneces-

sary interference. One rule of importance should

be borne in mind, which is, that manual assist-

ance should be rendered to assist, and not to

control or oppose, the efforts of Nature. When,
therefore, some degree of force is used in re-

moving the lamb, it should be rendered during

the labour pains, and it is often needful to wait

for their recurrence. The cases most frequently

requiring assistance are those where the presen-

tation of the lamb is unfavourable, and where the

lamb is dead. The ordinary presentation, it is

well known, is with the fore-feet first, and the

head next, resting on the fore-legs—the parts

thus presenting themselves in the form of a
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wedge. Sometimes the head and at others the
legs are bent back, or the fore-feet may be coming
together, or the lamb may lie on its back. These
are false presentations, and the object should be
by means of a small hand and skilful manipulation
to turn the lamb, or push back or bring forward
the parts that are misplaced. In some cases
this cannot be done without destroying the lamb,
but it is much preferable to lose the lamb than
the ewe. Sometimes the hind parts present first,

and then the labour is difficult. With regard to
medicine, the following may be given in difficult

cases, more particularly when there is much ex-
haustion :—Opium powdered, 4 drms.

; spirit of
nitrous ether, 6 oz.

; water, 2 oz. ; Mix. To be
well shaken, and a tea-spoonful given as a dose
with gruel, in which there has been previously
mixed a tea-spoonful of the following powder :

Ginger, 2 oz.
; gentian, 2 oz. ; cascarilla bark,

2 oz. Mix. When there is much fever the
latter may be omitted.

" Puerperal fever, or heaving after lambing, is

a very dangerous disease
; indeed, the cases of

death preponderate over those of recovery. In-
flammatory cases, where there is little exhaus-
tion, may be treated by a copious bleeding at
first, and afterwards by sedatives and aperients

;

but where there is much exhaustion all we can
do is to endeavour to rally the efforts of the
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nervous system by giving the medicine recom-

mended above.

" Though, as tending to abortion, the free use

of turnips for heavy ewes is to be avoided before

lambing, yet instances of very bad fortune have

occurred where turnips had not been given, and

other instances of good luck attending where

turnips had not been denied. The result of

many facts enables us to assign as the cause of

warping and water-bellied lambs the consump-

tion of extremely watery food. With regard to

the treatment of abortion, it is a point of much
importance to remove the dead lamb as soon as

possible ; assistance should therefore be given

the ewe at each recurrence of the labour pains,

and in other respects the treatment should be the

same as in parturition.

" One point is also deserving of much atten-

tion, which is, that few things contribute more to

the health and well-doing of ewes in lamb than

by causing them to take a fair amount of exercise

every day."

The feeding flock are drafted off in January,

as they are getting fat, and sold with their wool

on.

The remarks on the management of lambing

ewes so early in the year will appear out of

season to the great majority of breeders, whose

lambing-time commences in February and ex-
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tends through March into April ; and there are
flocks to which they are just as ill-timed from
being too late; for when house-lamb is fattened,
the lambs must be dropped in November and
December, and on their management remarks
will be made hereafter. The breed of sheep
kept for this purpose is the Horned Dorset, a
breed peculiar to the counties of Dorsetshire and
Somersetshire. The following details of their
management at this season of the year are ex-
tracted from a fuller account given in the Agri-
cultural Gazette

:

—
The ewes are brought to take the ram so early

as May and June, by feeding them upon trifolium
and cut Swedes or mangold placed in troughs,
giving them also a change on dry pasture for a
few hours during the day

; and, if necessary,
about half a pint of beans each per day. After
the rams are removed from the flock, and the
ewes are ascertained to be with lamb, it is best
not to keep them too high. A dry pasture, with
a change to a fold of tares or similar food, would
be most suitable ; and they should be managed
as a store flock, the object being to keep numbers
and to feed the land bare. The travelling con-
sequent upon daily removal for change of food
will also prove beneficial ; for it is admitted by
all flock-masters that the ewes and their offspring
will be more healthy when the former have re-
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ceived a moderate amount of exercise during the

period of pregnancy. Even when the lambing

takes place in the months of December or

January, it is generally unnecessary to resort to

the lambing-yard, because of the comparative

mildness of the weather in the counties where

this practice of fattening early lamb prevails.

On the other hand, it is not advisable to allow

the ewes to roam at large during the night-time,

as those about to yean are too apt to stray

away from the main part of the flock, and their

lambs are often lost, or found dead. A shifting

fold should be used, being placed on the driest

and most sheltered part of the pasture field, and
removed on to fresh ground every day. By this

means the animals lie on clean land, which, with

shelter, will contribute greatly to their health

and well-doing, and will, at the same time,

enable the shepherd to attend to those ewes

which may require assistance ; nor can the young
lambs, when they fall, escape observation. By
this mode of proceeding, the shepherd can at

every visit remove all those ewes and lambs which

require such care to a place of greater security

;

for in heavy rain it is necessary to take them
to a hovel or covered shed. When the lambs

are perfectly strong, and the ewes healthy, it

will not be necessary to put them under cover.

If Italian rye-grass has been sown over a
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certain extent of wheat, then the ewes with their

lambs should be placed on the best of this in

the wheat stubbles and on the young clovers,

taking care to feed the clovers at the day-time,
and the wheat stubbles during the night, as the
former would receive damage by the stock-

feeding during the night frosts ; and the latter

furnishes the best lair and shelter for the young
lambs.

In this manner the ewes will give the greatest

quantity of milk, and they may be kept upon
these grasses until the lamb is a month or five

weeks old with immense advantage; for the
lambs will be found at the end of that time in

the best possible condition. At a month old the
ram lambs should be castrated. There are two
methods pursued ; one called drawing, which is

done whilst the lamb is from a week to ten days
old

; the other called cutting and searing, which
may be effected with advantage after the lamb
is a month old. The latter plan, though not so
commonly followed, is safer; and the lambs,
when arrived at maturity, will be found much
more fleshy. When the lambs have attained the
above-named age, they, as well as the ewes,
should be taken from the grass and placed upon
root feeding. At this age the lamb begins to
require food in addition to its mother's milk ; and
for the benefit of the ewe it is desirable that the
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lamb should have it ; for although the lamb

would go on and improve up to the age of eight

or nine weeks old without artificial aid, yet the

condition of the mother would be greatly reduced.

And it is customary to fat the lamb and the ewe
at the same time.

Previous to commencing the feeding of roots,

whether they consist of common turnips, Swedes,

or carrots, they should be stacked or heaped in

readiness for consumption about a week or ten

days before being required for use. The advan-

tage of this mode of feeding depends very much
upon the roots being cut and placed in troughs,

both for the ewes and lambs, which has enabled

farmers occupying comparatively cold and heavy

land to keep this early stock. Some of our

heaviest clay loams, which feed badly in the

winter months, produce roots of the best quality

;

and with the plan of trough-feeding, these soils,

under particular management, will produce the

best stock, owing to the great feeding value of

the roots grown upon them.

The lambs should feed in advance, and sepa-

rate from the ewes ; and therefore a lamb-gate

should be provided, with space between the

rounds to allow the lambs to pass through freely,

without being sufficiently wide to admit the

ewes.

The lambs should be fed first, as this will draw
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them away from the ewes, and otherwise they
are apt to contract the habit of feeding with them,
which is objectionable, because the ewes receive
the coarser food. Feeding should commence as
soon as the shepherd can see in the morning

;

giving hay first, both to lambs and ewes ; after

which the troughs should be filled with cut roots,

taking care to have them cut finest for the lambs,
which is done by passing them twice through
the cutter, which plan reduces the food into a
state resembling dice, in which state the lambs
can readily consume it, and are induced to feed
at the earliest period, without loss of time and
without waste. As soon as the troughs have
been supplied with cut roots, then proceed to
give oil-cake and peas, the quantity to be regu-
lated by their wants, always taking care to allow
them as much as they will eat. To prevent
waste, let the oil-cake be broken fine—about the
size of a horse-bean is the best size—otherwise
great waste will occur; for the lambs, whilst
young, will take large pieces up, and drop them
outside the troughs, where it is trodden under-
foot and wasted. To induce them to eat cake or
peas at first, it is sometimes necessary to mix a
small portion of common salt with it. The ewes
should next receive their allowance of cake, but
without any peas, commencing with a quarter of
a pound per day, the half ofwhich should be given
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at this time, the other half just before the last

bait of roots in the evening. After receiving cake

for two or three weeks, the quantity may be
gradually increased up to a pound per day each,

taking care to feed with only half the full allow-

ance morning and evening ; and towards the end
of the fattening process half a pint of beans
should be given them daily. This renders their

flesh more firm, the great objection to ewes
fattened while suckling their lambs being, that

they are mostly deficient in firmness and quality

of meat. Cut roots should be given at times

during the day, and the trough quite filled at night.

The lambs whilst young should have hay or

hay chaff twice a day ; but after they arrive at

the age of eight or nine weeks, they should

receive hay three times per day ; the first bait,

as has been stated, the first thing in the morning,

the second at noon, and the third about three

o'clock in the afternoon. It will not answer
much later in the day ; for in the short days of

winter, after the lambs have drawn away from
the ewes, they will lie down for the night, and the

portion of hay not consumed will, in case of rain,

be distasteful to them, and damaged for further

use. The lambs, however, seldom consume all

the hay, nor should they be required to do so

;

for it is better that they select the best portions

of it, the remainder being removed and given to
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the ewes. In feeding with oil-cake and peas,

care should be taken to use covered troughs, and
the last bait in the afternoon should not be given

later than three o'clock, otherwise a portion may
be left in the troughs, which will be damaged in

case of rain with change of wind during the night-

time. Roots for the lambs should be supplied

at short intervals, taking care to have any refuse

remaining in the troughs removed every morn-
ing; cleanliness in feeding lambs being indis-

pensable. The ewes may receive their oil-cake

in open troughs, as they generally eat it imme-
diately they are fed. There is then no time for

it to receive damage by rain, &c. ; but the troughs

should be turned upside down to keep them dry
during the time they are not in use.

In illustration of the fitness of these remarks
to this season of the year I quote portions of

letters written by a Hampshire farmer, on
January 6th and January 20th.

" January 6th.—Our shepherds are still busy
with the lambing season

;
although our horned

ewes finished lambing in the month of December,
yet in our flock of Southdown ewes we have at

least a moiety which have not lambed
;
indeed,

we consider ourselves warranted in saying that

the Southdown ewes of the best and early lamb-
ing flocks are at least from ten to fourteen days

later to lamb this year."
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" January 20th.—Our shepherds are now en-

gaged in feeding the ewes and lambs in earnest

;

the lambing season now drawing to a close, their

attention is chiefly turned to fatting the lambs

;

they are allowed to range over about a quarter

of an acre of turnips, and eat off the tops before

the ewes
;
they also get plenty of cut Swedes

passed twice through Gardener's machine
;
they

receive also a liberal allowance of white clover

hay, and as much linseed cake and cracked peas

as they can eat ; for we have found, after years

of experience, if you would have fat lambs in

perfection, they should have plenty of trough

food at all times ; nor is it less important that

the ewes should be well fed, as it is proverbial

with us that fat ewes make fat lambs. We have

commenced selling our Somerset lambs dropped

in October."

How different sheep management is at the

two ends of the island may be gathered from

the account given to me of a Lammermoor sheep

farm consisting of nearly 5,000 acres, at an eleva-

tion of 700 to 1,200 feet. The sheep stock

amounts to 2,000 ewes and 600 hogs, composed

of 800 Cheviot and 1,200 black-faced ewes with

the hogs. Most of the black-faced are crossed

with Leicester rams ; the rest, with the Cheviot

ewes, are kept pure. The whole produce, except

the ewe lambs required to keep up the stock, are

8
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sold off. The Cheviot ewes are drafted at four

years old, while half of the black-faced are re-

tained until they are five.

It being, of course, a necessary rule that the

mouths should not arrive before the food, as

spring growth is late on the mountains, the

lambing season does not commence till the

middle of April, and the tups, in fact, are not

taken from among the ewes till the beginning or

middle of December, when many Hampshire

farms already have lambs six weeks old.

CHAPTER III.

FEBRUARY MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.

Lambing on the lowland farms—On the Lammermoor farms

—

Sheep in sheds—Feeding Sheep in yards—Contrasted with

Scots—Stall-feeding—Plan of stalls.

The lambing season commences on all low-

land farms in February, and the constant care

and attention of the shepherd is then required.

By way of marking the contrast which obtains

between the management of a Highland sheep

farm and that proper for February in lowland

England, I quote from the Lammermoor sheep

farm already mentioned.
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" Lammermoor Sheep Farm, Feb. $lh.—From
the effects of the hard frost on the pastures, the
sheep are beginning to lose condition, though
they are still good for this time of the year.

Towards the end of February the leanest of ewes
will be brought in, and get a moderate allowance
of turnips daily. With the exception of a few
of the weakest, none of the hogs get turnips
during the winter, and they are not kept in a
separate hirsel, and allowed to graze with the
ewes. Two advantages are gained by this.

The lambs, when weaned, being only kept from
the ewes for about twelve days, when let back
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to them again, generally recognize their own

mothers, and continue to follow them during the

winter the ewe scraping the snow and leading

to shelter during storms. But the greatest

advantage is, that since this plan was adopted

there has been comparatively little loss from

' sickness,' an epidemic which, on some farms,

in particular seasons, carried off nearly the

whole of the young sheep. In some measure to

compensate for the want of turnips, all the hogs

of both breeds have a flannel jacket, twenty-two

inches long and sixteen broad, sewed along their

backs, to keep them warm and dry during cold,

wet weather. This plan, as far as we are aware,

is only adopted on another farm in this district.

Though unsightly at the time, we are convinced

that it is of great benefit, doing away with the

necessity for smearing with tar, affording more

protection to the animal, and greatly improving

instead of injuring the fleece. The jackets are

put on during the latter end of November, a few

days after they are bathed.

" Feb. 24tk—At this season hill pastures, being

deadened by frosts and bleached with rain, are

at their worst, just when the additional demands-

made on the ewes, which are now heavy with

lamb, would require a supply of more nourish-

ing food. Quiet, fresh weather compensates

greatly for the want of better food. ' The moss,'
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or hare's-tail cotton-grass, has been in perfection
;

and on all grounds where this valuable plant

abounds, the sheep are in nearly as good con-

dition as they were three months ago. There is

much, however, between the cup and the lip.

Yesterday was fine, the ground actually showing

symptoms of spring, and our summer visitors,

the plovers and curlews, making their appear-

ance, when this day opened with three inches of

snow on the ground, and the appearance of severe

frosts. Such of the turnips as had escaped the

effects of January's frosts have been stored for

the use of the Cheviot ewes during March and
April. The young sheep were put on turnips

on the 22nd, and will continue to receive about

one cart-load to 100 sheep, until the lambing has

fairly commenced. The old ewes will begin to

receive a few about the middle of March. When-
ever the ground is sufficiently dry, the shepherds

will begin to burn the heather."

Fatting sheep, whether in the field on turnips

or other roots, receiving oil-cake or meal at the

rate of about 1 lb. apiece, along with chaff of hay
and a daily fold of green food, or in sheltered

yards, brought in for the more economical con-

sumption of their green food there, will now be
making their best progress.

Keep them dry, warm, and clean, if in yards,

by daily supplies of fresh litter. The wet and
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cold weather which generally characterizes this

month, makes a great difference between fatting

sheep folded on turnips and sheep fed on them

in yards, in cases where the latter can be kept

free from foot-rot. Just the same difference, in

fact, as the engineer finds in the cases respectively

of a colliery steam-engine, with a boiler exposed

to rain and snow, and one such as those found

in Cornwall, where every part from which heat

can escape is sheltered and covered. The

farmer's object should be the same as that of

the Cornish engineer. Both must adopt every

means to economize the fuel; for this is not

with them, as with the engine at the coal-pit,

to be hadfor nothing. Turnips and oil-cake are

both costly articles—as much so to the farmer as

are coals in Cornwall ; and the object of those

who use them must be to produce the intended

effect with as small an expenditure as possible.

Sheep and oxen in sheltered spots, and well

littered, like steam-engines well " jacketed,"

waste a less portion of their food or their fuel in

keeping up the heat proper to each ; and the

remaining portion, being much larger, is more

effective, by which the force is maintained in the

one case, and the fat is laid on in the other.

" Warmth is an equivalent for food ; " for, supply

warmth artificially, and you will not need to

supply so much of the food by which it is main-
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tained naturally. Success in feeding depends,

no doubt, on a good selection of stock, and on a

proper selection of food for them ; but it also

greatly depends on the attention of the farmer

in keeping his stock dry, clean, and warm.
Sheep in sheds should this month be making

about their best progress. Those intended for

the butcher after shearing in May should have

received from the 1st Nov., peas, oats, or. oil-

cake, commencing with half a pint of the first,

three-quarters of a pint of the second, or half a

lb. of the third ; and increasing gradually up to

three-quarters of a pint, 1 pint, and 1 lb. respec-

tively each. They will eat with these from 15

up to 25 lbs. of cut Swedes each daily, accord-

ing to the weight of the animals. It is a fair

rule to go by, that an animal when full grown

will eat daily of green food a weight equal to

one-quarter the weight of its carcase when in fair

condition ; and it may be assumed that the oil-

cake given will reduce the quantity of Swedes re-

quired by about 8 lbs. ofthe latter for every pound

of the former. A good crop of Swedes pulled

and cut, the sheep being folded on the land, will

keep ten sheep for five months per acre; the same

crop may be assumed as equal to the keep of

thirteen or fourteen under shed. I have had

350 sheep so kept during winter
;
they ate about

3a tons of roots daily; and a lad about nineteen
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years old, with two boys under him, managed the

whole. They were placed on two sides of a long
yard, which was sheltered on each side, and the

space under the shed was divided into pens about
10 ft. by 15 ; in each of these pens ten sheep were
kept. They were littered as often as the straw
became wetted, which was about twice a week, and
the manure was removed from beneath them
about once a month. Their feet were pared once
a month ; and whenever there appeared the least

growth of spongy matter, like that which pre-

cedes foot-rot, it was cut, and very dilute nitric

acid placed on it. The sheep were fed three

times a day, about 8 lbs. of Swedes apiece being
given them the first thing in the morning, half

a pint of peas about eleven o'clock, 4 lbs. of

Swedes at one p.m., and 8 lbs. in the evening.

The practice thus described was faulty, in that

the sheep were not littered often enough. It is

essential that they be kept dry, in order to avoid
the foot-rot

; and, if necessary, they should be
littered twice a day instead of twice a week.
The subject of feeding sheep in yards has oc-

cupied a good deal of attention
; and I extract

the following from Mr. Ruston's account of his

experience, read before the London Farmers'
Club. His farm lies in the fen district ; and
mangold wurzels are his great resource for yard
feeding either of sheep or cattle. He says—
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" These fen lands of ours grow a heavy crop of

mangolds and a bulky crop of straw, although

the quality is inferior. We have the corn stand-

ing in the stack-yard, ready to be threshed, that

the straw may be converted, during the winter

months, into manure : we have the mangolds

also carted into heaps in the neighbourhood of

the fold-yard, ready to be consumed ; and we

have the hay stacked there, too, for the same

purpose—at least so much of it as is not required

for the work-horses. The question then arises,

How can this straw be manufactured into

manure, and this accumulation of food be con-

sumed most profitably ? Can it be best effected

by bullocks or by sheep ?

"The more common method of converting

our coarse straw into manure, and of consuming

our mangolds and inferior hay, has been by pur-

chasing for that purpose some growing bullocks

in the autumn, giving them a few pounds of cake

or corn per day, in addition to the natural food,

and selling them again in the spring either at

our home fairs, or at Norwich, or in some other

grazing district. If the bullocks have kept

healthy and thriven well, they have occasionally

left 20s. or 30J. per head for the natural food

consumed ; but it has been far more frequently

the case that they have only just paid for their

artificial food, and the mangolds and hay have
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had to be charged to the manure account. This

mode of management was not very satisfactory.

But the case has become even worse during the

last few years, since the appearance of the lung

disease, and our losses from this cause alone

have been fearful.

" I have now tried sheep in yards for five

years. Last year the lung disease appearing in

a lot of Scots I had, excited my fears lest it

should spread and decimate another lot which I

had just received from Scotland. I therefore

determined at once to send the latter lot away,

and sell them again, keeping only those in which

the disease had appeared. This drove me to the

necessity of purchasing nearly 400 lambs for the

purpose of consuming my hay and mangolds,

and of manufacturing my straw into manure.

I made very close observations, kept a diary of

all necessary particulars, valued them into the

yards, and valued them out to grass, with the

dates of going in and out ; calculated their cost

for artificial food, noticed very narrowly what

quantity of straw they made into manure, and

also the quality of the manure, as far as appear-

ances enabled me to judge. From close and

careful observation last winter, and again this

—

for I have now between 600 and 700 sheep in

yards—I find six lambs will tread down as much

straw, and make it into good manure, as a £12
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or £14 bullock. I put the sheep into my ordi-

nary fold-yards, and always calculate six sheep

to one bullock ; so that where I should have ten

bullocks I put sixty sheep. During the whole

of last winter I don't suppose I had more than a

dozen lame sheep whilst they were in the yards

;

and there have been far less cases in the yards

than there were previously to their coming in.

I find it is very essential to keep a thin layer of

dry straw over the yard. In wet days we litter

them twice a day, and on fine days once, but we
only use a small quantity at a time; this just

keeps the heat of the manure from rising to in-

jure their feet, and prevents them also treading

on wet straw during the day. When they first

come into the yard, and indeed until the end of

February, when the days begin to lengthen, we
give them a larger quantity of dry food

;
they

pick the bedding straw over, and where prac-

ticable have a stack or good heap in the yard to

run to ; we also cut them chaff, hay, and straw

together, and feed them several times a day with

it. We give them a few mangolds twice or thrice

a day, but not in quantities sufficiently large to

make them scour ; but as the days lengthen we
increase the quantity of roots, and reduce the

supply of dry food. I find an acre of mangolds

of an average crop will carry twenty-five sheep

—i.e., twenty-five lambs— during the weeks they
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will require to be in the yard, say from the be-

ginning of December to the beginning or middle

of April ; old sheep would consume more, and

twenty per acre would be a fair calculation.

" I will now present some details in connection

with my last year's experiments. The 377 lambs

wintered in the yards last year were bought

during the months of August and September,

and were kept entirely at grass-keeping without

artificial food, until December, when they were

consigned to their winter quarters. A few of

them were lost during the winter, but at the end

of the winter, when turned out to grass, the fol-

lowing had been the results :

—

The whole 377 lambs were £ s. d. £ s. d.

valued into the yards at . 618 14 o

They cost for artificial food . 37 1 5 i j

Making a total cost of . 656 9 I \

Further, the 364 put to grass

were valued at . . 891 12 o

And the 13 casualties realised 9 16 3

Making a total of . . 901 8 3

Which shows a profit on the

whole of ... 244 19 \\

And this I dispose of as fol-

lows— viz,, hay, straw, at-

tendance, at 3J. per head

for 377 • 56 11 o

15 acres mangold, allowing

25 sheep to the acre, at

£12 1 is. 2\d. per acre . 188 8 \\
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or, if you take two acres more mangolds, and

call the total quantity seventeen acres, it will

then give you £i\ is. Sd. per acre for them,

within a fraction; but I regard the former as the

more correct calculation."

This was an instance of extraordinary return,

and in Mr. Ruston's case it was contrasted with

great ill luck in the cattle feeding with which he

had to compare it. This he describes as follows

" The lot of Scots to which I have referred as

having last year been afflicted with lung disease,

were bought on the 12th of March, 1859, and

cost just £8 3-r. 4^. her head when they reached

my farm. They were put upon a very good (for

our country) field of grass, and made consider-

able progress, and on the 1st of July of the same

year, when taking stock with a view to closing

and balancing my year's accounts, I valued them

at £11 per head. On the 29th of October they

were put into yards, and I then valued them at

£12 10s. per head. But before that time two of

them were seized with lung disease, and had to

be killed, and by the 3rd of December the num-

ber was reduced to eighteen. Some of the best

bullocks fell, and I found the better plan was to

dispose of them at once, before they sustained

any serious harm. After the 3rd of December

no more disease appeared, and I kept the eigh-

teen until the 2nd of February, i860, when they
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left me in good health, but went to a bad market,

keep being very short last spring, and they

brought home, clear of expenses, only £\2 i is. 6d.

per head, or just is. 6d. per head more than they

were worth on the 29th of the previous October.

During the time they were in the yards they

consumed chaff—half hay and half straw—and

3 lbs. of the best decorticated cotton-seed cake

each per day. They had no mangolds, as they

were at a farm where none were grown that

year. The cost per head for cake was £1 is. 6d.

The six that fell with lung disease made £29 6s.

less than they were valued at when they went
into the yards, and the eighteen that did not

suffer lost £1 per head on the cake account,

besides all the hay, straw, and attendance—
rather a costly yard of manure !

"Take, however, a case where 30J. per head

has been realized for the natural food consumed
during the months that cattle have been in the

yards, one bullock will return as much profit as

two-and-a-half sheep, or a trifle over, and will

yet cost as much keeping as six sheep. The
figures will stand thus—Profit on one bullock,

£1 10s.
;

profit on six sheep, which have con-

sumed the same amount of food, and made the

same amount of manure, £3 18s. This year, I

have, as before stated, 600 sheep in the yards

;

these are consuming the food and making the
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manure that 100 bullocks would consume and
make. Taking £1 10s. as the profit per head on
IOO bullocks, and £2 \%s. the profit on six sheep

—and I think the latter is quite as likely to be
realized this year as the former, and indeed

more so—what is my position ? Why, instead

of getting ^150 for the food consumed by 100

bullocks, for the very same food consumed by
600 sheep I get £390 ; which simply puts £240
into my pocket, and emboldens me to argue in

favour of sheep as manure manufacturers."

I give Mr. Ruston's experience in detail, as it

so strongly justifies his recommendation to adopt

the winter feeding of sheep in yards.

On the quality of the manure thus made it

seems plain, as manure is just food minus growth,

that the kind of animal has nothing to do with

the question, which hinges entirely on the quality

of food and the kind of growth that is being

made out of it. Fatting sheep fed equally well

make as good manure as fatting beasts. On the

other hand, the cattle are more liable to disease,

and it seems that fen-grown food will not fatten

them. Sheep, again, if well littered, will not

suffer from lameness, and are not liable to any

other attack, and they appear to yield a valuable

coat of wool over and above as much meat as is

made by bullocks. At any rate, in the case of

Mr. Ruston's farm, the difference is amazingly in
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favour of the sheep, and his experience will no

doubt induce many copyists of his example.

Stall Feeding and Shed Feeding.—For

stall feeding or shed feeding of sheep, again,

on a sparred flooring covering a tank for their

manure, the outlay need not be excessively

great. The following is the plan adopted in a

case described in the Agricultural Gazette of

1848. The above figure represents a section and

interior of the arrangement where stall feeding

is adopted, each sheep being tied by the neck

to its share of the common trough (b), which is

supplied from a waggon traversing the central

railroad (a). They stand on an open flooring

(c), and their dung and urine pass into the tank
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below. The width of the shed may be from

twelve to fourteen feet : each animal will need

from eighteen to twenty-four inches in width

:

the rail above the trough should just touch their

shoulders when they stand under it to feed.

The roof is of fir poles, the principals being con-

nected by rods of ash, fir, or any other light

wood. The uprights are oak posts, refuse of

coppice thinnings ; the stall rails are hurdle

stakes. The tanks are sided with outside slabs,

refuse of sawpit ; the bottom is the natural bed

of earth beaten hard, and half filled with saw-

dust or burnt earth. The whole of the above is

to be found on most farms for the trouble of

cutting down. The labour of the sawing of the

slabs is hardly to be charged, as it belongs more

properly to the planking cut from between the

slabs. These materials, if already in existence

on an estate, would probably be supplied gratis

by the landlord ; and for the thatch, heather or

straw. The troughs may be of refuse fir slabs,

the heavier the better, as the iron staples of the

sheep's collars and chains are driven into them,

and clenched inside, and their own weight keeps

them steady. The ends of the houses are wattled

and thatched, the sides banked up with earth (e)

taken from the tank, and raised to within six

inches of the eaves ; the outside slopes should

be turfed or seeded.

1
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In cold weather, if additional warmth is

desirable, the aperture under the eaves may be

closed by long bundles of straw laid lengthwise
;

and the central opening should also be closed at

night by a wattled hurdle. The length of the

sheep's chain is from seven to nine inches, long

enough to allow the animal to lie down with its

head clear of the trough, and not so long as to

allow of its putting its fore-feet into it. Lastly,

for each sparred floor, ten battens of two and
three-quarter inches, three-quarters of an inch

apart, cover two feet eleven inches, which area is

quite sufficient for any sheep. These battens

should be of inch larch, with bearings at every

three feet, and length to suit the openings of the

side uprights.

CHAPTER IV.

MARCH, APRIL, AND MAY MANAGEMENT
OF THE FLOCK.

Fatting Sheep—How sold to butcher—The ewe flock—The
March lambing—Attention to ewe—The Lammermoor farm
—The April treatment in England and Lammermoor—The
flock in May.

Fatting sheep in fold or yard continue to

receive the treatment already described. They
may now be shorn as they become fat, and they
are thus sold naked to the butcher.
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The Ewe flock needs constant care in March,

which is in most districts the chief lambing

season. We again quote from the Practical

Farmer

:

—
" It is requisite to provide suitable lambing

paddocks or pens for the lambing season, to

which the ewes can be taken every night. In

them, and also about the pasture field, or adjoin-

ing fields, shelter pens should be constructed,

into which a ewe about to lamb, or immediately-

after she has lambed, should be put, if the

weather is unfavourable. These pens are made

with straw-wattled hurdles, five hurdles making

a double pen, three being set down parallel with

each other, and so near that the two other

hurdles form the back and front. As the season

draws nigh every preparation is made, and the

allowance of food is increased. The ewes being

heavy with lamb, require additional support.

When their 'time is up,' my ewes are con-

stantly watched for a few days upon the pastures

where they have been wintered. As soon as

the lambs begin to fall, they are collected into

a roomy field, provided as above, in the corner

of which, adjoining the shepherd's house, are the

lambing paddocks, into which they are driven

every dark and unfavourable night.
^

In fine

open moonlight nights they are sometimes left

out, as it is desirable that the paddocks or lamb-

4—2
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ing pens should be freed from taint, i.e., be

sweetened occasionally. Tainted straw or

gangrenous droppings are sometimes fatal to

ewes if they come in contact with the wounded
uterus. On the large farms upon the Downs and

Wolds, and in many other parts of the country,

ewes are generally, if not universally, lambed

while on turnips. In such cases lambing-yards,

or pens of sufficient capacity, should be provided,

with a temporary house for the shepherd. It

is constant and untiring attention that is required.

It is only in special cases that the shepherd's

skill and experience are brought into requisition.

" The ewe about to lamb must be examined

by the shepherd to ascertain that all is right.

This being found correct {i.e., the nose and fore-

feet in front, and ready to come forth), she

should be left awhile to her own efforts. Should

her pains be protracted, the shepherd must lend

assistance, or the lamb will be dead ere it is

brought forth. The ewe should be gently laid

upon her side : the shepherd should then draw
one foot forward after the other, and then by a

steady pull draw the lamb away. If the lamb
is wrongly presented, then comes the difficulty

and danger : the shepherd has to push it back,

most frequently into the lamb-pouch, there turn

it, and by the ewe's pains, and his guidance and

help, it is often brought away without much
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damage. The ewe, in all cases of severe labour,

should have a small table-spoonful of laudanum

administered, to keep her from paining till the

parts become easier, followed in a day or two by

a small dose of Epsom salts, and warm cordial

drinks or gruel, and suitable food, such as hay,

chaff, and sliced turnips or carrots.

"The lamb should be cleared of all adhesion

around the nostrils as soon as it is born, and very

soon afterwards suckled. The ewe's udder

should be cleared of wool, to prevent its being

drawn in by the lamb. The castration should

take place about fourteen days after birth, on a

mild, damp morning. As the ewes lamb, they

should be drafted off to other pastures, and the

lambs ought there to have access to a fenced

enclosure, where they can enjoy a ration of corn

and cake to themselves.

Fatting lambs with their mothers are still

folded in the turnip-field, receiving cut turnips,

or cut mangolds or carrots in troughs, and they

should have also as much peas and oil-cake as

they will eat. Some of the forward ones

dropped at Christmas-time are now ready for

the butcher, and generally make a profitable

return for their keep.

Lammcrmoor Farm.—The following is the re-

port for March from the moorland farm already

named :

—
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" Cheviot ewes are now getting turnips when

there is abundance of them. Some are netted

close on ; others during a part of the day, having

a run off during the night ; while others have

some carted out to their grazing-ground, at the

rate of a cart-load to 1 30 sheep. A few of the

leanest of the black-faces are already on turnips,

and some more of them will be put on next

week. This treatment will be continued till the

lambing begins, which will be in about five

weeks. Besides the immediate benefit which

the sheep derive from the turnips, the pastures

will be cleaned and freshened when they return

to them, and better enable them to maintain the

improved condition they have received from the

turnips.

" Spring has hardly yet affected any of the

common grasses, except the moss or hare's-tail

cotton-grass, the earliest and hardiest of our

hill plants, which begins to put out its flower-

stems with the first fresh weather in February.

It grows most abundantly on spongy, peaty soil.

Wherever this valuable plant abounds, sheep not

only thrive better, but grow more wool, than

those in pastures where it is wanting, even

though they get turnips during the spring

months. Shepherds are hired at this time for

another year. The following are common wages

for the district: Thirty ewes, ten ewe hogs, a
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cow's keep
;
sixty-four stones (imp.) of oatmeal,

six bushels of barley, and 57s. in lieu of

potatoes. The shepherd manufactures his own

peats and hay, the master carting them home

;

he also furnishes a worker for six weeks as

house-rent, or keeps a worker from Whitsunday

to Martinmas at 10a*. per day."

In April the flock receives the same treat-

ment. The lambing season is not yet over, ex-

cept in early districts. The feeding of fat lamb

proceeds, the sheep and lambs being now folded

on trefoil and rye, and receiving cut mangolds

and peas or oil-cake, or anything else they will

eat, ad libitum.

In later districts, the experience of the sheep

farmer is very different, as may be seen from the

following report from the Lammermoor farm :

—

Cheviot and black-faced ewes, having been

fed on turnips, either at home or elsewhere, have

probably returned to their pastures towards the

middle of this month. Though there is little

spring on the moors, yet having been very lightly

stocked for some time, they are clean, so that

the ewes do not fall off in condition. Those

which are kept on turnips at home, being netted

on for seven or eight hours during the day, and

allowed to return to the pastures at night, do

generally better than those which are in the low

country, and constantly confined on the turnips.
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The first lambs now make their appearance, the

black-faced leading the way
;
indeed, this breed

generally come two or three days sooner than

either the Cheviots or the Leicesters. The
shepherds are now very busy. It is very useful,

at this season, to have a few well-sheltered spots,

conveniently situated, fenced off some time pre-

vious to the lambs making their appearance, into

which ewes that are shy to their lambs, or have

twins, may be put for a few days. This prevents

much confusion and disturbance, as the shepherd

knows at once where to find these special objects

of his care
;
and, having been saved for a short

time previous, there is generally grass sufficient

for them
;
though when such is not the case, a

few turnips, when to be had, will make up the

deficiency. The jackets are removed from the

hogs about the beginning of April, and the oppor-

tunity is taken of branding an initial letter on
their horns. Experience of the jackets confirms

the opinion of their utility. Out of600 ewe hogs
(only about seventy of which received ten weeks
turnips), the loss during six months has scarcely

been one and a half per cent.
;
while, in respect

of condition, they will stand comparison with

many in the district which have had four months'

turnips. When the jacket is removed, the wool

underneath is found to have retained all the yolk

it possessed in the end of November, when they
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were put on, affording a curious contrast to the

bleached appearance of those parts which are

uncovered. On a hill farm, if the twins are

sufficient to fill up the blanks caused by death,

it is all that is required. Those ewes having

twins, together with some of the worst milkers,

are put into enclosed fields, where the grass is

rather better, and where hungry lambs can be

more easily assisted with cow's milk.

The Flock in May.—The lambing season

is now over. The castration of the lamb should

be attended to when it is about a fortnight old,

and in the later seasons of the hill districts of

Scotland, much of this operation, especially in

the case of the black-faced breed, is accomp-

lished in the month of June. Ewes should be

well treated on the pastures, receiving cut man-

golds, and a ration of cake or corn, oats and peas,

daily, until there is a full bite of grass, and the

lambs are well grown and able to help them-

selves.

The months of April and May are the great

selling-time for fat lamb. We add to our former

instructions as to the fatting of lambs the re-

marks of a correspondent of the Agricultural

Gazette of many years ago on the state in which

it is best to give certain feeding materials.

When peas are given to lambs, it is desirable

that they should be cracked, not ground into
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meal ; for in this state it is not only objection-

able to fhe lambs, but very wasteful, particularly

in damp weather, as much of the finest portion

becomes clotted and distasteful, and conse-

quently useless for the purpose intended. It

is therefore only necessary that the peas should

be broken, and this only up to the time of the

lambs being two months old, for after that

period they will readily eat them whole.

Good hay may be given to ewes and lambs,

either entire or cut into chaff. Fatting sheep
(and particularly lambs) should receive their hay
in the ordinary state, for they will then have the

opportunity to select the best, and leave a por-

tion, and afterwards it may be removed and
given to the ewes or other stock; whereas, if

the hay be given in the state of chaff, the lambs
cannot so readily select the best and the clover-

leaf portion, nor can it be made so available

for the removal of the residue to other stock.

- The selection of feeding materials is a matter
of the greatest importance ; for instance, it is

commonly considered that white peas are the

best for feeding lambs ; but my experience has

taught me that the grey or maple varieties are

much better than the white. I had an excel-

lent opportunity of proving this a few years
ago. Being out of the grey peas, which I

usually grew for feeding, I was induced to pur-
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chase some of the best white boiling peas.

About a week after I commenced feeding with

them, my lambs, which had heretofore given

good satisfaction, were now complained of by

the butcher ; nor did they die well and in

good condition during the whole time they were

eating white peas. But, after awhile, I fed them

again with maple peas, when the lambs soon re-

gained their former good quality, and maintained

it until the end of the season. It may be con-

sidered that the astringent property of the grey

and maple pea acts favourably in connection

with oil-cake, by conducing to the production of

a good proportion of muscle and flesh, which is

really essential in making up lambs of the best

quality. Beans are not good for feeding lambs,

as they contain the astringent property in excess

of the peas, and I have known, by their use in

feeding, that the flesh has been made so hard as

to render it unsaleable as lamb.

There is also a vast difference in oil-cake for

feeding purposes. The home-made and some

of the Marseilles cake are very good for feeding

ewes and sheep stock in general ; but the superior

sort of American cake is certainly the best for

feeding lambs. This cake, when good in quality,

always makes a higher price than other sorts of

oil-cake ;
yet it is much cheaper for the feeding

of lambs, if we measure its value by results.
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In fact, I do not hesitate to state that so far as

cake and corn are concerned, American barrel

cake and maple peas are the perfection of lamb
food.

In the growth of grasses intended to produce

hay for feeding this kind of stock, it is desirable

to select white Dutch clover with trefoil, and a
small portion of Italian rye-grass mixed for the

lambs ; and broad clover with trefoil, and Italian

rye-grass, for the ewes. The former being in-

tended as hay for the lambs, should be cut very

early indeed ; it will then, if well made, contain

the greatest amount of nutrition ; and this is

especially necessary, because young lambs can-

not under any circumstances be expected to eat

more than a limited quantity. It is therefore

requisite that the hay should be of the best

quality ; for not only will they be induced to eat

the greatest bulk of the material, but at the

same time the largest possible amount of nutri-

tion will be conveyed into the system. The
hay best calculated for feeding the ewes is,

without doubt, the same as has been recom-
mended for the lambs ; but it often happens
that a sufficiency is not grown to feed both with

the same sort during the whole season. It is

usual to grow the clovers alternately, therefore

the supply of either description is somewhat
limited, and the broad clover and rye-grass
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hay is commonly resorted to for the feeding of

ewes.

It has been previously recommended to feed

the ewes with a certain quantity of oil-cake each

per day; it was, however, omitted that they

should receive half a pint of beans also, in addi-

tion, during the last month of their fattening

:

this will render the flesh more firm ; and they

will sell better in the market, inasmuch as the

great objection to ewes which have been fattened

during the time they suckled their lambs is that

they are usually deficient in firmness and quality

of meat. One great advantage of high feeding

for the ewes is, that the lamb is found to partici-

pate in it. The extra quality of the milk induced

by feeding upon highly nutritious materials veri-

fies the old saying, " a fat ewe makes a fat lamb."

Sheep -washing and Sheep - shearing,

which have been carried on all through the

spring as regards fat sheep sold weekly to the

butcher, are now carried out upon the great

scale, the end of May being the chief time for

the operation in the southern part of this island.
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CHAPTER V.

THE FLOCK IN JUNE.

Sheep-washing—Shearing—The fly—Sheep-washes—Recipes for

preventing and curing scab— Salving recipe— Arsenic—
Australian experience of it—The Ewe flock—Dorset breed

—Shearing of Rams—Best Rams—The Ewe flock on tb

Lammermoor farms.

Sheep-washing and sheep-shearing are com-

pleted in June. The first object is to provide

a convenient place for washing. It is common
for men to stand in the water for it, by which

they sometimes get bad colds and rheumatic

complaints, and must besides be supplied with

gin : so disagreeably situated, they hurry over the

work, and the wool suffers. A stream or pond

offers the requisite opportunity for doing it well,

and at the same time comfortably to the men.

Rail off a portion of the water for the sheep to

walk into by a sloped mouth at one end, and to

walk out by another at the other end, with a

depth sufficient at one part for them to swim

;

pave the whole : the breadth need not be more

than six or seven feet ; at one spot let in on

each side of this passage, where the depth is just

sufficient for the water to flow over the sheep's
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back, a cask, either fixed or leaded, for a man
to stand in dry. The sheep being in the water

between them, they wash in perfection, and

pushing them on, they swim through the deep

part, and walk out at the other mouth, where is

a clean pen, or a very clean dry pasture, to re-

ceive them. Of course there is a way to the

tubs, and a pen at the first mouth of the water,

whence the sheep are turned into it, where they

may be soaking a few minutes before being

driven to the washers.

The shearing is done after a few days, during

which the sheep should be kept in a dry meadow.

The yolk rises up into the wool, and both adds

to its weight and improves its quality. The cost

of clipping will be from 3J\ to 4s. a score, accord-

ing to the size of the sheep, and in addition to

beer.

The Fly.—Sheep that are kept in enclosures,

and especially in a woodland country, should be

examined every day, lest they be fly-struck ; in

twenty-four hours it may be almost past cure.

As a preventive of the fly, train oil is found to

be efficacious ; but it fouls the wool and makes

the sheep disagreeable to touch. An ointment

made of butter and the flowers of sulphur seems

to be in good repute. When struck, a mercury

stone rubbed into the place will destroy the

maggots before they have done much mischief.
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This may be the proper place and time too

(for it is shortly after shearing-time that sheep

and lambs are dipped to kill ticks and lice) to

refer to the subject of sheep-washes.

We extract the following from the columns of

the Irish Country Gentleman's Newspaper of July

5th, i860:—
" By the term ' sheep-wash ' the flock-master

denotes those compositions which he applies to

his flock for the purpose of preventing and

remedying scab, the tick, the louse, and the fly.

For use as a preventive the solutions are not

necessarily made so strong, nor when applied for

the destruction of the latter pests, as when used

for the cure of that provoking and well-known

disease, the scab. The term ' wash,' however, is

scarcely definite enough, because for the same

purposes Highland flock-masters ' smear ' or

'salve' their sheep with compositions in which

tar and grease form the principal ingredients

;

and an unguent composed of mercurial ointment

and lard is also successfully used. They are all

applied either by rubbing in the compositions,

or by immersing the animals in a bath prepared

for the purpose. Ointments or salves, of course,

must always be rubbed in, and, if applied soon

after shearing, the operation does not occupy

much time ; but if the wool has grown, and it

must be closely scored so as that the medicine
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may reach all parts of the skin, it is somewhat

tedious. To facilitate the operation, and lest the

composition should not be applied with integrity

all over the body, the bath has been introduced,

at one end of which is placed a horizontal

drainer, resting on a shallow wooden trough,

which conveys the drainings from the sheep into

the bath, so as to prevent waste, the sheep being

kept on the drainer for a few minutes. They

should not be suffered to go on grass land

speedily after being dipped, as disastrous effects

have sometimes occurred from animals grazing

on pasture where sheep were immediately al-

lowed to roam after leaving the bath. There

are some ingenious contrivances for facilitating

the operation, by placing the sheep on its back

on a kind of cradle, which is suspended by a

rope from a sheave, and which can be lowered

and raised at option into the bath, so that by

merely holding the sheep in suspension over

the bath the drainage can be effected to satis-

faction.

" There is but little agreement as to the proper

proportions of the constituents of the 'wash,' yet

we find all agree that arsenic or mercury must

hold a place in the recipe, although many laud-

able attempts have been made to substitute

more innocuous medicines. For the destruction

of the tick and louse, however, neither one nor
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the other need be used ; but then the tiny acari

dwelling within the skin are, in a great measure,

saved from the destructive effects of the poison.

Non-poisonous remedies have from time to time

been trumpeted as discovered
;
but, as far as we

can learn from all the extensive flock-masters we

have consulted, the non-poisonous specific for

scab is yet a desideratum. Simple cutaneous

eruptions yield to sulphur, and most parasitic

vermin succumb to tobacco-water ; but we have

repeatedly proved that neither of these is ade-

quate to curing the scab in sheep.

" We now give a few of the recipes usually

employed for preventing and curing scab, &c. :

—

Finlay Dun recommends 2 lbs. each of arsenic,

pearlash, soft soap, and sulphur, to be suspended

in ioo gallons of water. This we have tried

and found successful, but it discolours the wool.

— Youatt's remedy was mercurial ointment,

diluted with about five times its bulk of lard.

This treatment we have also seen to prove

effectual
;
perhaps its greatest drawback is the

difficulty of applying it to all parts of the body,

because the least infected spot, if left untouched,

will, in the course of time, after the medicine has

become effete, again spread the contagion over

the animal, and subsequently, as a matter of

course, over the entire flock.—Hogg's ointment

is composed as follows:

—
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Corrosive sublimate .

White hellebore, in powder
Whale or other oil .

Resin

Tallow ....

8 oz.

12 oz.

6 gals.

2 lbs.

2 lbs.

These substances should be mixed over the fire,

and the sublimate, after being pulverized, should
be incorporated with the hellebore and a little oil

before being added to the compound. This oint-

ment, though dangerous, is an excellent remedy
for scab ; but unless the disease actually existed

in an aggravated form, we should not give it a
preference.—Martin recommends, with caution,

i lb. of arsenic, mixed in 12 gallons of water.

We now detail our own practice in curing scab,

which we are in a position to say proves highly

effectual :—To 10 gallons of tobacco-water we
add—

Corrosive sublimate . . 3 oz.

White arsenic . 3 oz.

Sal ammoniac . 3 oz.

Saltpetre
• 3 °z -

Spirits of turpentine . . iqt.

Starch. . . I IK
Pearlash . . I lb.

The tobacco-water we warm, adding the spirit of

turpentine, starch, and pearlash—the starch to

keep the minerals in suspension, the pearlash to

prevent the yolk from weakening their power,
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And, subsequently, we add the minerals, after

reducing them to a fine powder. This wash we

apply, dependent on the season of the year, by

hand, from a vessel with a narrow spout, or in the

bath ; in either case the body should be com-

pletely wetted, and, where the scab exists, it

should be rubbed with a knife, so as to produce

a slight abrasion. The infected animals of the

flock should be first treated, and the sound ones

need not have the mixture so strong, which can be

regulated by increasing the quantity of tobacco-

water. During the time of application, the mix-

ture should be kept stirred. At the same time,

all the rubbing places should be washed with the

solution, and in about nine days the flock should

be gone over again, to see if the scab is lifting off

and the itchiness departing, and the skin assum-

ing its ruddy colour,—the parts affected by the

disease being of a greenish shade. There may

be some obstinate cases which will require a

second application : the parts should again be

slightly abraded, and the solution rubbed in.

An ounce of sulphur, given daily, is also found

to be of service.

" The practice of salving, so generally adopted

in Scotland, might be extended with advantage

to many of our hill flocks in this country. The

price of the wool, no doubt, is lessened, but the

increase in the quantity fully recompenses for
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this disadvantage, besides the increased health of

the animals. Most Highland flock-masters have

their own favourite salve ; but the following, as

recommended by Hogg, is in general use :

—

Train or seal oil . .4 gals.

Tar £ gaL

Oil of turpentine . . .1 pint.

This, mixed, is to be rubbed in after shearing.

Dirty butter and tar also are used with effect as

a salve. To remedy the depreciation in value of

smeared or ' laid ' wool, and at the same time to

secure the advantages which the practice affords,

many substitutes have been tried. The most

successful we have known is Mr. John Godham's,

of Newbigging, who introduced resin instead of

tar. His preparation is as follows :

—

Butter . .
'

. . .18 lbs.

Hogs' lard .... 18 lbs.

Resin 12 lbs.

Gallipoli oil . . .1 gal.

"An excellent mixture, to prevent ticks and

fly-striking, may be prepared as follows :—To
10 gallons of tobacco-water add 4 oz. of arsenic,

\ lb. of soft soap, and 1 oz. of assafcetida, to be

prepared and applied as the solution we have

ourselves recommended.—Powdered white lead,

applied to the parts where the maggots are found,

is a capital remedy; the maggots, however, should
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be first removed by a pointed stick. But the

scab-water we recommend is equally effectual,

if poured on the part.—We have lately ex-

amined the sheep-wash compound prepared by

the Southdown Company, and have found it to

be a concentrated essence of tobacco. This com-

pound is in extensive use in the United States.

" It is worthy of remark that in these climates

sheep can bear much more arsenic or mercury

than in warmer and drier climates. The same

quantities of these medicines which may be ap-

plied with impunity here would be attended with

the most disastrous results in Australia."

On the use of arsenical solutions for this pur-

pose, it appears, indeed, from Australian experi-

ence, that in hot weather they are absorbed and

act as poison, while in cold weather they are

harmless, and act only in the manner for which

they are applied. Mr. Young, of Kirkliston,

thus speaks of his Australian experience :

—

" There are two solutions which I have been

in the habit of using, although not equally

extensively, for reasons which will presently

appear. One of these is made by dissolving

from | oz. to 6 drms. of arsenic in a gallon of

water; and in a solution of this strength I have

dipped as many as 2,000 sheep a day, with, during

cold weather, no fatal consequences ensuing. In

warm weather, however, and especially if the
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sheep be in fine condition, the use of this solution

is very dangerous ; so much, that in one instance,

on using, during the summer, a solution contain-

ing only 2 drms. of arsenic to the gallon of water,

ten per cent, of the sheep (fat wethers) died.

And as another instance, I may mention, that a

neighbour, in December of last year (summer-

time in Australia), dipped a flock of picked ewes

and lambs in an arsenical solution, the strength

of which, however, I do not know, and the result

was that 1,300, being exactly one-half of them,

died.

" The application of these remarks to a recent

case, Black v. Elliott, wherein nearly all the

plaintiff's sheep died after dipping, is plain.

They were in fine condition, and were dipped,

during the month of August, in a solution con-

taining i oz. of arsenic to the gallon of water.

The result was to have been expected."

The Ewe Flock.—The ewes from which it

is proposed to breed early lambs for fattening

early in the year should have the ram with them.

Indeed, for the earliest lambs the ram is put

with them in the month of May. The following

remarks are from the same pen as described this

management in early spring.

The breed of sheep kept for the rearing of

early lambs is the Horned Dorset, peculiar to the

counties of Dorset and Somerset ;
we, however,
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sometimes meet with flocks of the same breed

without horns, but they are quite an exception,

and were originally propagated from the same

stock. Early lambs are occasionally obtained

from the Southdowns and other breeds, and after

many years' futile attempts to obtain the early

lambs as a rule from these breeds, it is now con-

sidered quite a hopeless case, and the Horned

Dorset is the only breed which can be depended

upon for that purpose.

In selecting ewes of the horned variety, it is

requisite that they should have been put to

a Southdown tup, by all means chosen of good

quality, being well-made, short -legged, and

clothed with fine wool. The Horned Dorset

breed of sheep has been greatly improved within

the last twenty years ; but the number of flocks

has been much diminished, having given place to

the Southdowns upon the hill farms and in ex-

posed situations. Formerly many flocks of these

horned ewes were propagated almost entirely

with regard to their milking qualities and pro-

pensity to produce twin lambs, in doing which

the shape of the animal was comparatively dis-

regarded. We still meet with flocks reared in

the same manner at the present day ; hence the

necessity of the before-named selection. During

the last twenty-six years I have continued to

keep this breed of sheep, and I have found in
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some seasons, when my ewes have been ill-shaped,

that they have yeaned an immense number of

lambs, and have proved very milky, and made

lambs of the first quality
;
they would not, how-

ever, fatten whilst suckling their lambs. At
other times, when I have obtained the choicest

description of horned ewes from the best districts

of Somersetshire, I have found that they not

only brought a large number of lambs, but that

the ewes and lambs would both become fat and

fit for sale at the same time, and in first-rate

condition.

These ewes are sometimes sold in the spring

of the year ; but the usual period at which the

breeders of this kind of stock offer them for sale

is at Michaelmas, just before the time of lamb-

ing. Since, however, the number of flocks have

been diminished, they have become compara-

tively dear, and it is therefore a common practice

for some graziers to purchase and keep over for

breeding purposes, the second year, those ewes

which may, from circumstances, be found poor,

or in merely stock condition in the spring of the

year. The plan of breeding from the ewes the

second season is found to answer a good purpose

upon small arable farms having but little pasture

land attached—it being the best policy to keep

a stock flock in the summer, and a fatting flock

in winter ; for it must be borne in mind that this
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kind ofsheep does not fatten readily during the

summer months in the enclosed districts of the

southern counties, because they feel the annoy-
ance of flies more than most other breeds. The
custom is to turn the tup with the ewes the first

week in May : a short, fine-woolled sheep should

be selected, in order that the offspring, more par-

ticularly in the case of twin lambs, which gene-

rally require to be kept a longer period, may
possess a close coat, it being well known that

loose hollow wool prejudices the sale of lambs
in the live market. The tup should also possess

good symmetry and plenty of flesh ; a well-bred

Hampshire Down I have found better than a
pure-bred Sussex Down, for the lambs reared

from the latter do not possess a due proportion

of lean meat, whereas those produced from the

former are highly esteemed by the consumers

of the present day, affording, as they do, a well

combined proportion of flesh and fat.

The rams should be shorn about a fortnight

previous to being turned among the ewes, and
kept in an open shed up to that time, in order

that they may gradually become accustomed to

the loss of their coats
;
otherwise, in case of their

being turned in the open field when recently

shorn, they suffer in health and condition during

the night frosts, which often happen in the early

part of the month of May. When these ewes
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are kept entirely for the purpose of producing

early lambs, they should never be shorn until

the rams are taken from them, which should be

done about the 20th of June ; in that case the

portion of the flock of ewes which proved to be

pregnant would finish dropping their lambs about

the 14th of November. It is not advisable, in a

flock of early stock, to have lambs fall after that

period ; for in case of ewes lambing later, they

do not fatten readily with their lambs by their

sides.

The manner of keeping the ewes will have its

influence in inducing the ewes to offer to the

ram at the earliest time. Although the nature

of this breed of sheep will go far in this respect,

yet circumstances often arise, such as the state

of the weather, to delay the breeding season

;

yet this may in a great measure be prevented by

generous keeping, and by choosing a sheltered

situation for feeding them.

Let us now, as illustrating the contrast preva-

lent between the management of the ewe flocks

at the two ends of the kingdom, turn to the case

of the Lammermoor sheep, farm already quoted

in these- pages. The following are reports from

the district during June :

—

jme j st.—The lambing season is now over.

Though there was little or no vegetation till the

beginning of May, and very little even then, the
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weather has been otherwise very good, having
had scarcely a shower till the middle of this
month. On a hill farm we never have lambs for
ewes, there being generally from three to five
per cent, of barren ewes. This year the defi-
ciency is about six per cent., and on some farms
where the ewes were very low in condition, even
greater. The lambs are healthy, and only
require growing weather to make them strong
and good. The Cheviot and crossed lambs
(except the youngest) were castrated about the
loth. The wound is slightly anointed with
sweet oil and turpentine to prevent inflamma-
tion. The ewe lambs get the stock and age-
mark at the same time. It is somewhat remark-
able that among 600 hogs which have been
wintered without turnips, there should have been
only one case of sturdy or water in the brain.
Is this unusual occurrence (on this farm at least)
to be attributed to the jackets (see p. 36) ? It
is generally admitted that cold wet weather is

the primary cause of this disease, from shedding
the wool along the back, and admitting the cold
and wet immediately on the spine. This evil
is effectually remedied by the jacket, which does
not admit one drop of rain. If this is one of the
beneficial results of jacketing, the saving of sheep
in one year will nearly provide all the cloth re-
quired.
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" June \6th.—The sheep are now beginning to

recover the effects of winter, though we fear

there will be a considerable loss of wool, and

they will not be in a condition to clip for three

weeks yet. The black-faced lambs were cut

about ten days ago ; these are generally the last

operated upon ; their horns, if cut sooner, being

apt to grow in, and injure their eyes.

" June loth.—We are now engaged with the

clipping, having made a beginning on the 24th

of this month ; the sheep were washed a few

days before by swimming them three or four

times through a deep pool, by which means the

wool is made very clean. It is the general rule

in this district for neighbours to assist each other

at sheep-shearing, arranging matters in such a

way that each farm may have its own days. On

the 24th inst, we had twelve hands at work>

who began at seven o'clock in the morning, and

finished about 600 Cheviot ewes and hogs by

five o'clock in the evening, at which time they

were stopped by rain. On the 26th inst, we

had nine hands, and finished 400 in the same

time. A boy carries away the fleeces, another

puts on the stock-mark with pitch, while two

women roll up the fleeces. We shall still have

two days' clipping, one in the end of this week

and another during the following.

" Having, in former years, found quick-lime
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strewed in the pens an excellent preventive
of the foot-rot, we have had this carefully at-

tended to."

CHAPTER VI.

DISEASES.

The Sheep-rot—Entozoa eggs—Excess of moisture and heat the

cause—Time of being affected—Symptoms of it—Curative

treatment—Disease does not exist on salt marshes—Preven-

tion—The sheepfold in June.

The Sheep-rot.—By far the most frightful

of all the diseases to which our flocks are liable

is the rot, of which the seeds are laid during the

warm weather of May and June. Sheep have
been known, by a single access to a marshy field

at this time of the year, to have become affected

with the rot, which has proved fatal during the

following autumnal and winter months. The
disease was extremely fatal during the winter

season of i860, and unusual attention was then

directed to it. Professor Brown, of the Ciren-

cester College, contributed a very instructive

paper on the subject to the pages of the ninth

volume of the Bath and West of England Agri-

cultural Society, and Professor Simonds gave a
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most instructive lecture on it before the English

Agricultural Society. From the latter we take

the following extracts :

—

"The now generally received theory of the

disease is founded entirely upon the existence of

the fact, that during it we find certain entozoa

(flukes) inhabiting the biliary ducts of the liver.

These entozoa produce a number of eggs ; these

eggs pass out of the liver into the intestines,

and are consequently expelled with the feculent

matter of the sheep in countless myriads. The

original form of the theory was that healthy

sheep, if put upon pasture grounds where these

eggs exist upon the soil, receive them into their

organisms ; that the egg produces the fluke, and

that the fluke would consequently find its proper

habitat—that it would seek out instinctively the

biliary ducts of the liver, where it would locate

itself and grow to its own perfection and the

ultimate destruction of the sheep ; but it is

found that fluke eggs do not immediately pro-

duce flukes. Some ten years ago I put this to

the test of positive experiment. I collected a

great number of the eggs of the fluke—far more

than it would be possible for a sheep to receive

into its" stomach in the course even of a sum-

mer's grazing. I took not less than a tea-spoon-

ful of them, and it would be scarcely possible

for you to count the number in a single drop of
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the water in which they are placed under the

field of the microscope ; and these, to the num-

ber of millions, I conveyed into the system of a

sheep which I kept six months, and then had it

destroyed. On examining its liver and other

organs, I found that there were no entozoa at all

in the biliary ducts. In reality, there was not a

single fluke produced from those millions of eggs

so carried into the system of the sheep.

" The fluke, or the distoma hepaticum, as it is

called, is so designated from having apparently

two mouths or sucking discs—one placed at the

anterior part of the body, which may be truly

regarded as a mouth ; and the other placed at

a short distance below the neck, just where it

terminates in the body. The animal inhabits

the biliary ducts of the diseased liver ; and if

we slit up these ducts in any case of this kind,

we shall find that they are filled more or less

to repletion with these distoma. They ulti-

mately lead to an anaemiated condition of the

entire organism. They not only feed upon the

bile which is produced, but they alter the struc-

ture of the liver by their presence, just as we

find with entozoa in other parts ; and when this

is the case, it is of course perfectly impossible

for the liver to secrete healthy bile, any more

than pure water can flow from an impure spring.

The bile plays an important part in the manu-
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facture of blood, and if it is not in a healthy
condition, pure blood cannot be produced from
the food which the animal takes. The result is

that the entire organism is supplied with impure
blood, while the system is being drained by the
presence of these creatures. After a certain length
of time we find that dropsical effusions take place,

and then we have the disease established in all

its intensity and in all its destructiveness."

" It is not exclusively a sheep disease. These
creatures have been found not only in cattle but
in pigs, in the ass, and also in the human sub-
ject. They are very widely dispersed, but it is

in the sheep in particular that they accumulate
in such numbers as absolutely to produce this

specific malady."

" There is one circumstance especially which
renders the ova of the fluke especially interest-

ing to us, namely, that if we examine them
never so carefully, and any number we please,

those that have been naturally expelled from
the creatures, as well as those that are contained
within them, we shall find that there never
exists within the ovum anything of the outline

of the young fluke ; and this fact being estab-

lished, it is evident that in order for the fluke

egg to produce ultimately a fluke, the germs
contained within it must pass through a series

of transmutations ; and it is by studying these
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that we can get at something like valuable in-

formation with reference to the manner -in which

these creatures are propagated. It is now se-

veral years since I thoroughly convinced myself

of that fact, and I believe nearly every person

who is at all observing or familiar with the cir-

cumstance knows that if you slit up the gall

ducts of sheep or any other animal affected with

distoma, though you may see some of these

creatures smaller than others, you never see

what might be called a number of young flukes
;

nor will you be able to discover a young fluke

by microscopically examining the bile in which

they live. This, then, together with the other

circumstance to which I have referred, shows at

once there is not a reproduction of the entozoa

within the biliary ducts ; so that (to put it in. a

practical way), supposing a sheep to receive six

of these flukes into the biliary ducts, they would

never multiply. They would deposit millions of

eggs in the smallest ramifications of the ducts

—

instinctively deposited there, it would seem, for

the purpose of preventing them from too readily

flowing out by the functions of those organs

—

but you would never have more than six flukes.

Now, what does this explain ? It explains a fact

of every-day occurrence. A person will often

tell you, ' I sent a lot of sheep to the butcher ; I

never had more perfect and beautiful animals

;
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they were as fat as sheep could be; yet the
butcher found eight or nine, or ten or twelve
flukes in the liver.' The fact is, that here they
did not exist in sufficient numbers to lay the
foundation for disease. If it were otherwise, we
can see that if one fluke only passed into the
biliary duct, it would multiply almost ad infini-

tum, and the animal must fall a victim to the
affection induced thereby. Here, then, we have
a practical result at once, arising with many
others from an investigation of the natural his-

tory of this creature."

" Now, what I am going to explain will only
allow of an analogy with regard to these crea-

tures. We believe that each of these fluke eggs
contains a number of moving ciliated cells, which
are more or less round ; that these creatures

passing into water, for example, are set at liberty;

that they become parasitic on some of the crea-

tures which are met with in water, and that,

when so parasitic, they have the capability of

propagating themselves ; that they subsequently

pass through a series of changes, and again be-

come, as we believe on analogical grounds, para-

sitic a second time on other creatures, when they

change into the fluke-like form. So that, tracing

the process all through, we should say that the

egg sends forth a circular germ which is ciliated,

and which has a rotary motion in water ; that in

6—2
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this condition it becomes parasitic on molluscs,

small snails, and things of that description ; that

when it gets into the body of these creatures,

working its way in just below the skin by the

cilia which it possesses, it undergoes a perfect

change, becoming something like a chrysalis, in

which condition it propagates itself ; that the

creatures immediately coming from it reach a

certain order of development in the snail ; that

they then escape from it in the form of the so-

called secaria, swim about in water, and after a

certain time again become encased, and again

become parasitic on the snail, in order, in reality,

that they may reach a higher form of develop-

ment
;
they then remain in the water, attached

either to plants or to smaller creatures inhabit-

ing water, especially slugs and snails : and when

these things pass into the stomach of the sheep,

they find their proper habitat. We now get them

developed into flukes, and it is important to bear

in mind that the last transformation takes place,

not in the liver, not in the biliary ducts, but in

the stomach of the animal. You will see pre-

sently what importance there is attaching to that

fact, which has only very recently come to light.

" Now, if we accept this as an approximation

to the truth with regard to the development of

these things, we shall find that it unravels the

whole mystery with regard to rot.
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" It explains at once why certain districts are
dangerous. It explains to us the occurrence
which has been recorded over and over again, that
out of ioo sheep, for example, ninety-nine 'have
strayed over a common, and that one has been
accidentally prevented from doing so; that subse-
quently the ninety-nine have been attacked with
rot, while the one that remained behind escaped
I now believe that it is perfectly possible for sheep
to be free from the cause of rot at this minute
and to receive it at the next ; that is, if they are
placed under circumstances where they can
obtain these creatures in one of their forms of
development

; and they must have reached a
particular stage of development before they so
receive them. Now let us suppose we have the
secaria rolled up into the form of a creature
something like a chrysalis covered over by its

shell
;

let us suppose that which is positively the
fact, that hundreds of these creatures can be
seen upon small molluscs, many of them also
loose in water, that they are adhering likewise to
plants and growing in damp situations ; then a
sheep has only to drink a mouthful of water to
take in an indefinite number of these little things,
and, taking them into the stomach, they there be-
come developed into flukes. We have, therefore,
very good ground for believing that rot can be
very readily and rapidly received. People want to
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know how it is that we get rot in certain seasons

and not in others. Whenever there is an excess

of moisture, certain pastures, which are perfectly

free from disease at other times, become affected.

This is easily enough explained. We have

seen that the ova of these creatures come out

in millions from one affected sheep : what, then,

must be the number ofthem in hundreds of sheep

so affected ! We know not what is the duration

of the life of these ova. It is possible that they

may remain years without undergoing change,

until placed under favourable circumstances to

undergo that change. If, then, we look at the

vast numbers in which these ova exist, and at

their power of maintaining their vitality for a

great length of time, we get rid of a considerable

amount of difficulty. Then we find that when

you get an excess of moisture, and with that an

elevated temperature, we have the living germs,

that are separated by the bursting of the egg,

set at liberty, and becoming parasitic on other

creatures, as I previously explained, passing

through that series of transformations compara-

tively quickly, and being very easily received

into the system of the sheep. It is notorious

that sheep placed upon watery meadows receive

the rot ; but it is equally notorious that it is only

at a certain period of the year that they will do

so. You may, as every practical man knows,
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put sheep upon water meadows during the winter
months, or in the early part of the spring ; but
if you water your meadows in the month of May,
and then get a luxuriant herbage springing up
afterwards, and put the sheep on this, you are
almost certain to rot them. As you approach
midsummer the danger increases ; and as you
approach towards winter it decreases. That
single circumstance shows that, when there is

moisture and heat combined, the cause is brought
into operation. I have spoken of the great losses
amongst sheep affected with rot. When were
the sheep affected with rot that we are now
losing? I answer, last midsummer. That is

the time to which you have to look. The cause
was received then ; the development has been
going on in these creatures since that time. They
have now attained their full size, and they are
producing mischief in anaemiating the animals."

" With regard to the symptoms by which we
recognize rot, it is universally admitted, I be-
lieve, at least by all practical men, that in the
earliest stage there is no great depreciation of
the value of the sheep, that it does not appa-
rently suffer any inconvenience, but that it rather
accumulates flesh faster. The explanation of
this is easy enough. The small fluke enters into
the liver, not perfected, but having of course to
be perfected, and to have its generative system
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fully developed in the gall ducts of the liver.

When they first pass in, although, perhaps, in

very considerable numbers, they simply act as a

sort of stimulus to the action of the liver
;
they

consequently call forth an increased secretion of

bile, and as there is no alteration in the character

of the bile, the sheep now being fairly supplied

with an ordinary amount of food, will make

relatively a larger quantity of blood out of that

food. The liver being in a state of excitation

scarcely bordering upon disease, the sheep will

lay on a larger quantity of flesh. It is very

difficult, therefore, for us to say what are really

the early symptoms of rot, if we except this

accumulation of flesh. There can be no doubt

that in an advanced stage of the disease we take

cognizance of the affection veiy readily; but un-

fortunately it happens that the symptoms which

then show themselves are such as to prove to us

that the system is breaking up, and that the

time is past for curative measures. At first, I

say, the symptoms are exceedingly insidious,

but after a certain length of time we find that

such animals have an occasional cough, that

their appetite is somewhat impaired and fas-

tidious—to-day feeding pretty well, to-morrow

scarcely at all. They will be easily acted upon

by all external causes, and if exposed to wet and

cold will suffer a great deal of inconvenience.
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" Subsequently there is a gradual wasting of

the body, and this takes place even before other

symptoms which are looked upon as unmistake-

able proofs of the existence of the disease show
themselves, at any rate, to any great extent. It

is always a suspicious circumstance if you find

that animals have been remarkably well, and
then towards the latter period of the year, when
they should be going on maintaining their con-

dition, they begin to Avaste. If you put your
hand upon them and find them 'lean on the

back,' as it is called, that the vertebrae are

sticking up and are bare of flesh, if you find the

animals ' razor -backed,' if I may use the ex-

pression, it is a pretty good indication that they

are affected. This state of wasting being once

established, it continues, and we then get a pale

state of the skin, which becomes of a yellowish

tint, and very frequently it may be said that

jaundice to some extent becomes associated with

dropsy. If you open a sheep which is in a some-

what advanced stage of the affection, fat is par-

ticularly yellow. We afterwards find that the

inner angle of the eye becomes exceedingly pale,

so that when we evert and press forward the

mcmbrana iiictitans of the eye, we find, instead

of its being in a healthy condition, that it is

covered with a number of red lines, marking

blood-vessels through which the blood flows, but
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the blood being deprived of its red cells, the

liquid is colourless, generally speaking. This

evidently arises from the circumstance that there

is a great drain going on upon the system, that

the blood itself is being deprived of its watery

matter, and that the watery matter must be

taken up into the organism to make up for the

drain. Then we find further, that as the disease

advances, we get a variable state of faeces : some-

times they will be scouring, and at other times

nothing of the sort will be observed ; and it is

always a suspicious circumstance to find sheep

in the autumnal months occasionally scouring.

Of course such animals lose their strength very

quickly. They are dull, dispirited, and often

found lying down. As the disease advances, the

breathing becomes somewhat difficult ; the wool

is easily removed ; cedematous swellings, as they

are called, begin to show themselves and to

accumulate in different parts of the body, more

particularly under the lower jaw. These are

nothing more nor less than dropsical effusions

:

the blood is almost changed into water, and then

you have these swellings finding their way into

the areolar tissue in different parts of the body,

passing freely through that, and accumulating

particularly under the lower jaw, because the

animal frequently has its head pendent, and in the

act of feeding a gravitation of fluid takes place.
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" The treatment, then, of rot, speaking of it

as a curative treatment, must have for its end

and object the removal of the cause; and if we
have these entozoa, which are the proximate

cause of the affection, all our efforts must be

made to the displacing of them from the biliary-

ducts
;
though I believe if we take sheep in an

advanced stage of this disease, and could destroy

or remove from the biliary ducts every fluke

contained in them, we should not save the life

of the sheep, because the presence of these

creatures produces mischief in two ways : it leads

to organic changes in the structure of the liver,

and the breaking up of the entire organism of

the animal. We cannot put a new liver into the

animal, and the powers of life cannot be sup-

ported by us long enough to bring it into a new

state. But it is equally true that we must look

to the causes, for the purpose of getting rid of

the effects. There is no multiplication of these

creatures in the biliary ducts. If, therefore, we

were to adopt the treatment early in the case,

when there are but few of these entozoa, it would

necessarily be attended with success. We are

to measure the danger of the animal by the

number of flukes existing in the biliary ducts,

and by the length of time that they have so

existed. It is proved by daily experience that

we can resist to some considerable extent the
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inroad of the disease, and we have therefore to

look to the means which are at our disposal for

the purpose of keeping the animal body together,

if I may so express it, so that the ultimate loss

shall not be very great. Now, how is this to be

done ? It is to be done, in the first place,

wherever it is practicable (but it is not always

so), by protecting sheep from the inclemency of

the weather ; and in the next place, by abstain-

ing as much as possible from all succulent vege-

table food, all food which has an excessive

moisture. We should give the animals as much
nitrogenous food as we possibly can, so as to lay

the foundation for pure healthy blood ; and we
want at the same time to throw tonics into the

system, with a view of medicinally strengthening

it. What should these consist of ? It is rather a

difficult thing, when a man has 500 or 600 sheep,

to be giving them tonic agents, and therefore we
are obliged to choose something which will of

itself be unobjectionable to the animal. Sul-

phate of iron is an excellent tonic for purposes

of this kind. Not only is it a good invigorator

of the system, but an agent which sheep will take

readily ; but it is to be borne in mind, that it is

in itself a very great anthelmintic, and may do

much good in that way. So that if in December
or January I had taken a number ofsheep affected

with this disease, and the subjects of structural
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change in the liver, and given them nitrogen-

ous food, protecting them as much as possible

from the weather, and giving them sulphate of
iron

; if I had husbanded the animals' powers
to the greatest possible extent, and added also,

from time to time, some salt to their food, I have
no doubt I should have kept them alive, and
been able to sell them as fair food at a small cost
in the market."

" I once purchased a lot of rotten sheep ; I

gave them no physic of any kind, but merely
kept them in sheds during the winter-time, fed
them with corn and cake, giving the most gene-
rous diet I could ; and I not only prevented the

further progress of the disease in several of these

cases, but I even made the animals accumulate
flesh, and they went into the market in the fol-

lowing spring, forming pretty fair meat for the

people. This shows what can be done by gene-

rous diet and a protection of the animals. When
we have animals in this condition, there will be
a great advantage arising from the employment
of diffusible stimulants, and such as, to some
extent, are more powerful anthelmintics. For
example, we may use turpentine (which the

animals must of course be dosed with) in con-

junction with sulphuric ether as an invigorating

agent, and at the same time an anthelmintic. If

I were to take half a dozen sheep, and simply
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give them sulphuric ether with oil of turpen-

tine day by day, attending to those other things

that I have mentioned, not neglecting salt as a

stimulant to the digestive organs, I think it very

likely that two or three of them (according to the

stage of the disease) would be benefited by treat-

ment of that kind.

" It is well known that sheep do not rot on

salt marshes ; no matter how wet they may be,

no rot takes place on them. Now, what is the

explanation of that fact ? These infusoriae that

we have been speaking so much of are creatures

belonging to fresh water, and not to salt water.

If, therefore, we were enabled to take a quantity

of salt sufficient to render all these damp swampy

places in our meadows or pools completely salt,

we should destroy the whole of these creatures,

and so get rid of the cause of this affection. But

we cannot do that ;
you could not have a suffi-

cient quantity necessary for the purpose without

destroying the whole vegetation upon the mea-

dows. But bearing in mind the fact that the

Jast change into the fluke takes place in the

stomach, and not in the liver, and that salt is

destructive of these infusoria;, as we may call

them, you will see that if you convey salt in

sufficient quantity into the stomach, you may

destroy them there before they undergo the last

change. They undergo their last change, as I
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have said, in the stomach, and then as flukes find

their way into the biliary ducts ; but if you can
prevent that last metamorphosis, you get rid of

the cause. I believe, therefore, that rot may be
prevented to a very considerable extent by the
use of salt. When is the dangerous period to
sheep ? As you approach towards midsummer.
We must prevent the disease then, if we can

;

that is the time to strike at its root. Now, what
have we had in the past season (i860)? We
have had a very wet summer. I happen to have
been an unfortunate farmer—unfortunate, I say,

because, like many others, I have not had a very
profitable return this year ; and I had a number
of sheep, and foresaw what was coming. I said to
some of my neighbours, ' We shall have a great
deal of rot this year ;

' and I thought I would
attempt, if I could, so far as my own sheep were
concerned, to save them. What did I do ? The
sheep were on wet meadows up to the fetlock-

joints nearly every day, and nobody could avoid
it. But at midsummer I began to feed the
lambs and sheep with corn and nitrogenized

food, giving them with every meal a small quan-
tity of salt. I continued that plan during the

autumn, and I have the satisfaction of saying

that I do not believe at the present time I have
one of those lambs affected by rot. I kept kil-

ling them week by week to watch their progress.
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And here I may incidentally observe that long-

continued wet weather is very prejudicial to the

sheep in another way. I refer now to the water-

rot. What was the state of the liver of these

animals at midsummer ? There were no flukes or

anything of that kind, but the liver was streaked

with white here and there, and generally pallid.

That was for the want of nitrogenized matter.

The bile cells were blanched ; the liver had

become structurally diseased, and it was a good

nidus for these entozoa to inhabit. Not only,

however, did the treatment prevent the entozoa,

but it brought about a healthy state of liver, for

in the course of a month or two I found that that

organ resumed its natural colour and consistence.

I again say, that if we commence at midsummer,

and continue the treatment through the dan-

gerous period of a wet season, we may do a

great deal in the prevention of the disease. And I

may go further, and say that even on farms where

we have what are called rotten pastures, on which

sheep are placed, they might be preserved to a

very considerable extent simply by giving nitro-

genized food and salt, to destroy these creatures

within the stomach, and prevent their final

change ;
alternating with the salt a tonic invigo-

rating agent, such as sulphate of iron. I do not

depend upon the salt alone ; far from it; but it

is a valuable agent, and its value depends more
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upon putting these things into salt water, as it
were, in the stomach, than anything else. This
is the course I recommend. You have to look
to the condition of the liver in a wet season
you have to look to the necessity of laying the
foundation for a good quality of blood, by glvin-
these animals nitrogenized food, and throwing
sulphate of iron into the organism. Every prac-
tical pathologist, human or veterinary, knows
very well that if you have an anaemiated or
bloodless state of the system—if there is a de-
ficiency of the red cells, upon which the invigo-
rating properties of the blood depend, those cells
will rapidly multiply, and the blood regain its
proper colour, by the use of iron. This is the
reason why sulphate of iron should be employed.
It should be given in fine powder, and in doses
of about half a drachm a day; not, however
that a larger quantity would be prejudicial. The
sheep should be divided into small lots ; and if

you have about a score feeding in one trough,
there should be 10 drms. of sulphate of iron
mixed with the food for the day ; and then, if

one should get a little more, and another not
quite so much, it will be of very little import-
ance. These are matters of detail which of
course every individual farmer must carry out
for himself; but if he will adopt these leading
principles that I have attempted to lay down

7
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in a very imperfect manner, he will save a con-

siderable number of his sheep from falling a

sacrifice to the affection which is commonly

designated ' rot.'

No apology is offered for occupying so many

pages with valuable information on the sheep-rot

—a subject which ought to be borne in mind by

the farmer in the month of June. We have, with

many others, to thank Professor Simonds and the

Agricultural Society of England for placing it at

our disposal.

It only needs to be added, that the first pre-

ventive of all consists in an alteration of the

condition of the land. Sheep do not rot in dry

pastures; and land drainage is the great remedy

on which the farmer should depend for his

safety.

THE SlIEEPFOLD is carried out industriously

all through the month of June on light soils in

the southern counties. The flock fed upon the

downs may be folded once or twice to a place

during night, at first on the fallows intended for

turnips, and afterwards on grass and clover, rape,

&c, in fields to be broken up in autumn for

wheat.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE FLOCK IN SUMMER.

The flock in Summer—Weaning of Lambs—Dipping Sheep

—

Additional remarks on Sheep-shearing, washing, &c, on

the Lammermoor farm— The flock in August— Cheviot

Lambs weaned—The flock in September—Purchasing Sheep

—Foot-rot—Recipes for cure—The hoose—Curative treat-

ment—Purchase of Ewes and Lambs—The Lammermoor
farm.

Wl-IERE folding is the system, it should be

followed in July with unremitted diligence : the

lands usually fixed on for this purpose are the

wheat fallows ; but the rule is to fold those first

which will be first sown. During this month,

fold such fields as are destined for August-sown

grasses, of whatever sort, or tares : if the manure
is left long before sowing, the benefit reaped by
the crop will not be nearly so considerable.

Before this month goes out, the lambs of the

flock may be weaned. They are put on after-

math of clover, or other good keeping, while

the ewes are for a few days put on the barest

pastures.

This is the ordinary time for dipping sheep to

destroy ticks, and both ewes and lambs are the

better for it. The subject was referred to in our

7—2
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last chapter. Ewes should be kept from their

lambs, if not already weaned, for a day after

being dipped ; and their udders should be wiped

and cleansed with a cloth.

We add the following to the remarks made on

sheep-shearing. The general price of shcep-

.shearing in Sussex is \os. a hundred and four

quarts of beer per man. Half-a-crown a day,

with beer, is paid in addition to a man who
winds the wool for eight or ten shearers ; and
there are two men employed to catch and carry

the sheep to the shearers, who have 2s. a day
apiece. Each shearer is supposed to cut forty

sheep a day, and for 320 sheep the cost would
be—

£ s. d.

10s. per 100, with beer . . 1 18 o
Wool winder . . . .033
Two men to catch . . .056
320 sheep, at is. 1 id. a score. .£269

This is the cost in the case of the small Sussex

Southdown breed. In Gloucestershire the cost

of shearing the large Cotswold sheep will be
nearer Sj. a score than 3s., which is thus the cost

in Sussex.

The following is a report, in illustration of the

contrast which climate imposes in the manage-
ment of sheep, from the Lammermoor sheep

farm already quoted in our pages :

—
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Jttly 23.—Until the beginning of this month it

can scarcely be said that we have had summer
weather. Frosty nights, and cold withering

winds during the day, were the marked features

in the register for May and June. Under such

adverse circumstances vegetation has made very

slow progress, and there has been a greater want
of grass on our hills during the months of May
and June than has been the case for some years

past. The effect of this on sheep stock is very

apparent, more especially on lambs, which have

neither the condition nor the blooming skin they

had last year. For three weeks, however, we
have had genuine summer weather, which has

had the effect of magic on the pastures and

everything else. We finished the shearing of

sheep on the 13th, being fully a week later than

usual. This arises partly from the cold weather,

and partly from the want of condition having

considerably retarded the growth of the wool.

When washed, the sheep are driven three or four

times through a deep pool, about eighteen yards

broad, and clipped three days afterwards. When-
ever a lot is clipped, they are driven once through

the washing pool, to wash away any dirt that

may have adhered to them during the operation.

This practice is not a common one, but has long

been followed on this farm, and was first adopted

on account of the frequent deaths that occurred
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immediately after clipping. Two years ago it

was discontinued for one season, and the con-

sequence was that a considerable number died.

Since then it has been regularly done, and there

has been no loss. Now that the grass is growing

and the ewes want their fleeces, we expect the

lambs to improve rapidly. The principal business

of the shepherds at this season is to keep them

clear of maggots, which in warm, moist weather,

are very troublesome. The lambs will be weaned

about the middle of August.

The Flock in August.—The earlier lamb

fairs of the season take place, and the surplus

stock of lambs, where breeding flocks are kept,

is parted with. Attention is still necessary to

guard against the attacks of the fly ; and this is

the usual season to dip the lambs as a prepara-

tion against tick, lice, and scab.

In the south of England the ram is turned

with the ewes in August for the main crop of

lambs. The horned ewes are now forward in

lamb, and commence lambing, in fact, as early

as October.

Among the Lammermoors, on the other hand,

the following is the report for August :

—

The Cheviot lambs are all weaned on the

ioth, and after having been sorted, a sufficient

number of ewe lambs are retained to keep up the

stock, while the smaller lambs are sold for the
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purpose of breeding " half-breeds," or crosses

between the Cheviot ewe and the Leicester tup.

The top wedder lambs are driven to market.

The ewes are milked once or twice, to prevent

the milk injuring their udders. Of the black-

faced lambs, such as are intended for keeping

are removed from the ewes about the middle of

August, whilst those which are destined for the

butcher must remain a little i!onger, to suit pur-

chasers and the different markets to which they

may be sent. Towards the latter end of Sep-

tember the drafting and sale of the oldest ewes

will take place. The Cheviots are disposed of at

four, and the black-faces at four and five years

old.

September.—The ram is now put with the

ewes—one to sixty or seventy—even in the later

districts of England, and both are put in good pas-

tures, and kept in condition by ample feeding.

This is the season when it is proper for those

who do not breed their own stock to be purchas-

ing for winter feeding. Early turnips may be

commenced with sheep. " Such a stock should be

purchased as shall consume all the white turnips

by the middle of November, the yellow sorts by

the end of the year, the Swedes by the end of

March, and the mangold wurzel by May. And
to assist calculation, it may be assumed that

good crops of the above roots on ordinary soils
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will yield per acre 24, 20, 16, and 26 or 30 tons
of clean roots respectively; and that a fatting
animal, either sheep or ox, supposing it full-
grown, will in general, when out of doors, eat a
weight of these roots equal to about a quarter of
the carcase weight it is expected to attain when
ready for the butcher. If fed under shelter,
three-fourths of this quantity may be assumed as
the basis of calculation. If this be true, and from
a somewhat extended experience on this subject
we believe it to be so, what a saving does this
shed-feeding hold out to the winter grazier ! It
is objected to the system that it entails the
heavy expense of carting the crop to the build-
ings, and the dung back again; and, in the case
of sheep, that it renders them especially liable to
the foot-rot

; but the first item may be greatly
diminished by erecting a temporary shed on the
neighbouring stubble field, which will require all
the manure made there for the ensuing green
crop, and thus the second item will disappear.
Such a shed may be easily erected with poles
and hurdles. A few larch poles, nails, hurdles,
and bundles of straw are the materials required •

they are not costly, and certainly they will
not exceed in expense 6d. for each of the sheep
they shelter. And as regards the foot-rot, it need
not be troublesome if you pare the overlapping
horn from the hoof once at least every month,
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and apply a slight caustic ointment on the first

symptoms of lameness.

The following is a recipe by Mr. W. C.

Spooner, V.S., of Southampton. The cure con-
sists in removing sufficient horn to allow any
confined matter to escape, and to apply a styptic
or caustic to the part, so as to prevent proud
flesh growing, and to stimulate the vascular parts
to secrete healthy horn. A number of medicines
have been recommended, and with success : mu-
riate of antimony applied with a feather is a very
convenient caustic, and so are likewise equal parts
of hydrochloric acid and tincture of myrrh; a
strong solution of sulphate of copper is a milder
dressing, and tincture of aloes or friar's balsam is

milder still.

All these are useful if applied with discretion,

according to the severity of the case. Another
useful application, as well as a preventive, is

coal tar, particularly if a little creosote is left in

or added to it ; and some powdered plaster of
Paris over the tar will assist its drying effect.

A change to a dry pasture or soil is necessary.
Sulphate of lime, powdered, i oz.

; sulphate of
zinc, powdered, i oz.

; creosote, I scruple; Stock-
holm tar, 4 oz.

;
lard, 4 oz. ; to be made into an

ointment, and applied occasionally to the feet
of the sheep and between the claws, first paring
the overlapping horn away, and clearing every-
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thing away without drawing blood, is a good

recipe.

Lambs are at this season sometimes troubled,

as calves are, with the hoose, a disease whose

character is sufficiently attested by the post-

mortem examination of its victims revealing the

presence of an immense number of small worms

in the windpipe and bronchial tubes of the lungs

so that we cannot wonder at the gradual pining

away which denotes, or the fatal result which so

often follows, this affection, if allowed to go on

unchecked. Not only is the body deprived of

its nourishment by these innumerable parasites,

but the proper changes of the blood are retarded

or prevented from being accomplished in the

lungs.

The following are remarks by Mr. Spooner on

this disease :
—" Any medicine given to destroy

worms in the air-passages acts by being absorbed

into the system. In the case of worms in the

windpipe, two objects should be sought for—one

to destroy the enemy, and the other to strengthen

and support the system which is being subjected

to such debilitating and exhausting influences.

In the case of the ' gapes ' in chickens, a similar

affection, some speak of the good effects of to-

bacco-smoke introduced so as to almost produce

suffocation, albeit the creatures sometimes die of

the remedy. In calves a cure has been effected
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by administering lime-water, and probably it

would be equally effectual for lambs. The dose

for a lamb would be about two ounces daily,

and about two drachms of salt should be given

at another portion of the day. This treatment

should be followed for some days. Better still is

the plan of administering oil of turpentine, which

being taken into the stomach, is soon absorbed

throughout the system. The dose for a lamb is

two drachms, which should be given with an

ounce of linseed oil, a scruple of ginger, and five

drops of oil of carraways, mixed up with two or

three table-spoonfuls of linseed gruel. This dose

may be repeated if required several times, with

intervals of some days. The lambs should be

allowed half a pound of linseed cake per diem,

and should be otherwise carefully tended and

liberally fed. By such a course of treatment,

many valuable animals may be saved."

Tegs put to fatten in the fold on turnips or

rape should have clover hay given in racks along

with the usual fold of green food. And those

which are forward in their fatting, and are to be

sold at Christmas-time, may receive the best food

which it is the practice to give—as 1 lb. of oil-

cake or 1 pint of peas daily apiece.

When it is the custom to buy ewes for the

sake of a crop of lambs, they should be pur-

chased early in September. Young ewes are to
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be preferred, and it is well to choose a ram of a
larger breed than themselves, as a Cotswold ram
to a lot of Down ewes. This is in the case now

not uncommonly adopted, of lambing down a lot

of ewes, and fatting both lambs and ewes off as

rapidly as possible in the following summer.
We add here the monthly notice of proceed-

ings on the Lammermoor sheep farm :

—

" We commenced cutting corn on the 30th

August, and finished on the nth September,

and expect, if the weather continues favourable,

to carry all this week. This is a very early

harvest. We have still some hay to stack, the

weather having been so windy that it has fre-

quently been impossible to meddle with it. It

is all, however, in large ricks in excellent con-
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dition. The carting of the hay is a tedious busi-
ness, most of it having to be taken several miles
away over very bad roads. It is put up in stacks
of 300 or 400 stones each, beside the best shel-

tered stalls; this quantity ougnt to keep 200
sheep for a month, provided they are able to
scrape something from under the snow. The
lambs are now all away from the ewes, and
nearly all sold, except the ewe lambs required
to keep up the stock. During the past summer
we have been very careful in having the sheep-
pens well strewed with quick-lime, whenever we
had occasion to have sheep in them ; the con-
sequence is, that we have scarcely any foot-rot.

The draft ewes will be marketed forthwith."

CHAPTER VIII.

THE SHEEPFOLD IN AUTUMN.

The sheepfold in October—Treatment of Tegs—Shearlings fat-

tened for Christmas—The Lammermoor farm— Bathing

Sheep—The sheepfold in November—Lammermoor farm—
The flock in December—Value of white carrot—Lammer-
moor memoranda—How to estimate the weight of Sheep-
Food and increase-

The earlier horned ewes in the southern coun-
ties where house lamb is fed for Christmas, are
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now dropping their lambs. Reference has already

been made to this exceptional practice.

The rams are not yet taken from among the

ewes in ordinary farm practice; and on the moor-

land farms of Scotland they are not generally

admitted to the ewes until November.

Tegs (lambs) which have been on clovers, &c,

during the summer, are put on the earlier tur-

nips and rape this month, and folded there, re-

ceiving in addition to their daily food some

hay chaff; and when the object is to bring them

out ready for the butcher immediately after

taking their coats in spring, they should be

gradually brought to some richer feeding by the

addition of peas, or barley, or oil-cake, which-

ever may be the cheapest—beginning with less

than i lb. a day apiece. Shearlings which may

be fattening for Christmas-time, or thereabouts,

should receive either in the turnip fold or in the

yard, as already directed, a larger allowance of

corn or cake with their green food.

All this is the practice of the lowland districts.

Among the moorlands where sheep husbandry is

confined to the breeding of the black-faced or

Cheviot sheep, a very different practice prevails,

of which the following report from the Lammer-

moor farm is a sufficient illustration :—

" October lOth.—We are now in the midst of

harvest, and rain and snow have this day been
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falling. Cutting is not yet finished in the district
and mUch grain was shaken hy^^ ^^
Wednesday. On the earlier farms a good deal of
corn has been stacked, but on the higher lying
and later ones little more than a beginning has
been made. Turnips look well, and every en-
deavour will be made to secure them against
fa-ost, either by storing or earthing up in the

Black-breed Ram.

" Our hill flocks have now again in a ^eat
measure regained their condition, as the summer
has been a good one for hill pastures, and keep
abundant. But we question very much how they
would stand a second bad winter. Our stock of
rams ,s provided, and we have taken turnips forthem elsewhere, that they may be out of the way
of mischief, and be in good condition when they
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are required, about Martinmas (Nov. II). The

bathing of the sheep will commence in about ten

days, and will occupy our shepherds for a fort-

night. This year we intend using the turpentine

bath, a preparation which both improves the

quality of the wool and kills all vermin. The

cost is about 2\d. per sheep."

Bathing the sheep is an operation for the pur-

pose of killing the sheep ticks and of meeting

any tendency to cutaneous eruption. The bath

is generally a decoction of tobacco mixed with

spirit of tar and soap, and it is poured in upon

the skin of the sheep along seams of parted wool,

two or three inches apart, so as to thoroughly

wet the whole surface of the skin.

The Sheepfold in November.—The ram

is generally removed from among the ewes in

lowland districts towards the end of this month.

The practice of yard feeding of sheep has

already been described. It may in general be

profitably carried out.

Fatting sheep will receive either a fresh fold

in the turnip-field, along with hay chaff, and a

pound of cake, or peas, or other corn ;
or cut

turnips, in troughs in the field or yard, along

with corn, or pulped roots and chaff and meal

mixed.

The following is the report of the present date

from the Lammermoor farm :

—
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Nov. 24th—In high districts, such as this, grass
grows little or none at this season of the year
still the pastures are tolerably fresh, and sheep
continue to do well. The heather is now in
perfection, and forms more than half of their
food.

The bathing of the sheep is now completed,
having occupied us about fourteen days. Five
shepherds and five boys or girls employed ; the
shepherds shedding the wool, and the others
pouring on the bath. Each man does about
sixty per day. The tups were put to the ewes
on the 23rd. We allow fifty ewes to one tup.
This is a small number, but from the extent of
ground they range over it is unsafe to give more.
The usual period of gestation is about twenty-
one or twenty-two weeks, and the tupping season
does not commence in the Highland moors till

now, lest the mouths should arrive in sprint
before the food for them.

The Flock in December.—The fattening
sheep continue, whether in the fold or in the
yard, to receive the same good food and treat-
ment already described. Those in the turnip
fold receive a daily allowance of 1 lb. of corn,
with as many turnips and as much chaff as they
can consume.

The earlier breeding flocks begin to drop their
lambs towards the end of the year; and as already

s
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said of the Hampshire farm, the horned ewes
have lambs now many weeks old.

Mr. Blundell, of Southampton, speaks very
highly of the Belgian carrot as food for them.
He says :

—

" Having noticed the great value of the white
carrot for the feeding of horses and pigs, I was
induced to commence an experiment for the
purpose of proving the value of this root for the
feeding of early lambs, as compared with that of

the Swedish turnip. I began with giving the
carrots, cut with Gardner's machine, in troughs
placed side by side with others containing

Swedish turnips, cut with the same machine, in

advance of the hurdles, in the usual manner;
and I found, in the course of a day or two, that

the lambs had so great a preference for the car-

rots that they ate no Swedes so long as any
carrots remained in the troughs ; in consequence,
I discontinued giving any cut Swedes whilst I

had any carrots for use, they having continued

in good condition until the 1st of April.

Finding my early Somerset lambs doing so
well upon carrots, I decided upon feeding the
Southdown lambs in the same manner, and the
result was precisely the same, they having re-

fused to eat any cut Swedes when they could

get carrots. I had no means of proving with

accuracy the difference in the quantity of carrots
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and Swedes consumed by a given number of

lambs, neither did I attempt it, considering their

great liking for the carrot quite conclusive ; al-

though I believe a lot of lambs would consume

a greater weight of Swedes than of carrots. The

quantity of hay consumed was about the same

as in former seasons, when feeding with Swedish

turnips. But I was struck with the apparently

diminished quantity of corn and cake consumed

by the lambs whilst feeding on carrots ; I there-

fore determined upon ascertaining the actual

quantity of oil-cake and peas consumed by a

lot of 100 lambs whilst feeding on carrots, as

compared with former seasons when feeding on

Swedes; and having in previous years found

that ioo lambs, being allowed as much as

they could eat, consumed on the average four

gallons of peas and 26 lbs. of oil-cake per day,

for a period of nine weeks, commencing at five

weeks old, until they were fourteen weeks old,

being at that age fit for sale ; I then found, to

my surprise and satisfaction, that 100 lambs,

being fed ad libitum, only consumed two gallons

of peas and 14 lbs. of oil-cake per day (having

at the same time the usual allowance of hay

and as many carrots as they would eat), or, in

fact, about one-half the quantity usually con-

sumed before commencing the experiment of

carrot feeding. The advantages to be derived
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from feeding lambs with carrots, I find, consists

in the saving of one-half the cost of oil-cake and
corn, and in the lambs being fit for the butcher

earlier, and attaining a greater weight and better

quality at a given age, than when fed on any
other root. In proof of which, I have never,

during a period of more than twenty years, sold

lambs so fat and heavy at the age as those which
I have fed during the progres of this experiment,

and in the manner here described."

The treatment of fatting early lambs has been
already described.

In the moorlands of the north the ewe flock

are treated very differently. The following is

the report from the Lammermoor farm :

—

" The bathing of the sheep was completed on
the 17th November, and the jackets were all got
on the hogs by the 22nd, on which day the rams
were turned out to the ewes. As we do not hirsel

(arrange in separate flocks) our sheep, but allow

them to distribute themselves equally over the
ground, we only allow forty-five or fifty ewes to

each ram. With more than this number, barren

ewes are apt to be too numerous. We think it

better not to put a ram to the same ewes more
than one season, experience showing that the

first cross takes most to the sire, and the second

to the dam ; and as the former is supposed to

have been well selected, and to possess at least
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some properties superior to the ewes, it is well
to avoid whatever may retard the general im-
provement of the stock

; especially when it can
be so easily avoided, even on our open ground,
by the shepherd putting a sheep to those ewes
which graze the opposite side from where he was
the previous season. As the progeny of a shear-
ling ram are considerably more vigorous than
those of a three or four-shear, we endeavour to
have the majority of our number of the former
age, though a really superior sheep will never be
laid aside until he is inefficient from age. Such
of the cast ewes as were unfit to be sold for

breeding are getting turnips, and about half a
pound of oats daily, with the view of fattening
them, and getting them off as quickly as possible.

During severe weather their allowance of oats
will be increased."

The weight of the carcase is to the live weight
of an animal as 8 to 14 or thereabouts in fat

sheep. But these proportions vary according to

the condition and breed of the animal.

Food and Increase.—Sheep fattening on
good food composed of a moderate proportion of
cake or corn, hay or straw chaff, with roots and
other succulent food, will consume about 15 lbs.

of the dry substance of the mixed foods per
100 lbs. live-weight per week ; and should yield,

over a considerable period of time, one part of
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increase in live-weight for about nine parts of

the dry substance of their food. If the food be

of good quality, sheep may give a maximum in-

crease even provided the food contain as much

as five parts of total non-nitrogenous * to one of

nitrogenous compounds.

Moderately fattened sheep (shorn) should yield

about fifty-eight per cent, carcase in fasted live-

weight; excessively fat sheep may yield sixty-

four per cent, or more. The proportions will,

however, vary much, according to breed, age,

and condition.

Of the increase over the final six months of

liberal feeding, of moderately fat (one and a

quarter to one and a half year old'1 sheep, sixty-

five to seventy per cent, may be reckoned as sale-

able carcase. Of the increase over the final six

months of liberal feeding, of very fat (one and

three-quarters to two years old) sheep, seventy-

five to eighty per cent, may be reckoned as salc-

* The cereal grains contain on the average rather more

than six parts of total non-nitrogenous to one of nitro-

genous compounds ; and the leguminous seeds often not

much more than two parts to one. Oil-cakes and foreign

com contain rather more than six-sevenths, and home-

grown corn, hay, &c, rather less than six-sevenths, of their

weight of "dry substance." Common turnips generally

contain about one-twelfth ; Swedes about one-ninth ; man-

golds about one-eighth ; and potatoes about one-fourth, of

their weight of " dry substance."
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able carcase. Sheep, fattening for the butcher on

a good mixed diet, should give about nine parts

dry increase—consisting of about eight parts fat,

O'S to 0'9 part nitrogenous substance, and about

0"2 part mineral matter—for 100 parts total dry-

substance consumed. More than ninety parts of

the consumed dry substance are, therefore, ex-

pired, perspired, or voided.

THE END.
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